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Abstract

In the modern river ecological project,groyne
is able to support an abundant habitat for

aquatic life except for the functions of navigation and riverbank protection, which is avail-

able forminimizlng the river degradation and bene飢s the river restoration･ A box groyne

is composed of various types of single groyne to satisfy the differentriver ecological re-

qulrementS･ In contrast to the widely applications of the box groyne in river englneerlng,

less information about the box groyne with special shaped groyne in river is available･ The

present study mainly aimed at the box groyne with longitudinal block composed by straight

and L-shape groyne･ In order to create an appropriate watery and sedimentary environment

for aquatic life in the groyne zone, the investigation of the flow characteristics and bed

deformation around the box groyne both under the emerged and submerged condition is

necessary.

The effects of different con丘gurations of longitudinal block are discussed by measure-

ment of three-dimensionalflowfield in the fixed bed both under emerged and submerged

condition･ The longitudinal block is con丘gured in the upstream side and downstream side

of the lateral entrance withdifferent block lengths, and the spaclng Of box groyne is also

the important consideration･ The ca一culation methods of exchange coe用cient obtained by

particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Dye Concentration Measurement (DCM) experiment

are both modi丘ed to adapt the emerged box groyne in this study･ The sediment experiment

and veloclty measurement in the movable bed are conducted in a box groyne with differ-

ent block lengths and positions･ The flow characteristics obtained
by the experiment of

nxed bed is helping to investlgate the formation mechanism of bed deformation with the

measuredflow丘eld after bed deformation in the movable bed.

Flow characteristics change greatly when varylng the position and length of longltu-

dinal block in the emerged box groyne under丘xed bed･ The longitudinal block placed in

the upstream side causes weaker drivlng gyre, Smaller mean velocity in the inner zone and

stronger velocity nuctuation with longer length and enhances the turbulence motion at the

entrance･ settlng the longitudinal block in the downstream side greatly promotes the deveト

opment of secondary gyre when the block becomes long, and itreduces mean velocity and
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turbulence inside the box groyne･ The upstream settlng Of longitudinal block essentially

promotes the development of vortex structure by reduclng the energy diffusion with the

fluid from the inner zone of box groyne in the upstream ofmixlng layer, and bene丘t the

mass and momentum exchange around the entrance by increaslng the turbulentflow in the

downstream side of entrance.

The different configurations of longitudinal block in length and position also largely

affects the flow structure around submerged box groyme in the触ed bed. The verticalmix-

ing layer (VML) on the lateral side is sensitive to the longitudinal block set in the lateral

entrance, bringing different behaviors to the horizontalflow pattern in the inner zone. The

longitudinal block also has an indirect effect on the horizontalmixlng Process due to the

changed flow pattern inside the submerged box groyne･ The settlng Of longitudinal block

clearly improves the three-dimensionality offlow and diversifies the circulation丘ow in the

submerged groyne zone. The mean velocity ln the inner zone of most cases with a down-

stream longitudinal block increases, while it of cases with an upstream longitudinal block

decreases･ The relatively low mean velocity in the groyne zone f♭rcases with an upstream

longitudinal block is able to provide a good shelter for the aquatic animal during theflood-

1ng SeaSOn･ Under the submerged condition, the vertical mixlng layer moves toward the

box groyne, and the arc shape of it has larger curvature than it under emerged condition･

The exchange process is promoted by the upstream longitudinal block and downstream

longitudinal block with moderate length.

Narrow or widen the spacing Of box groyne also lead to the change offlow structure

and mass exchange between the box groyne and main channel･ When the box groyne

is emerged, the ･mean veloclty ln the inner zone increases as adding the spaclng Of box

groyne･ Lowerlng the spacing Of box groyne makes the vortex structure develop lnSufh-

ciently when lt gets the downstream of entrance, and less vortex stmcture enters in the inner

zone. But when the spaclng is long, although sufaciently developed large coherent struc-

ture delivers the amount of water to the inner zone from the downstream side of entrance,

the intenslty Of vortex structure is reduclng by the energy diffusion in longmixlng layer･

When the box groyne becomes submerged, the mean veloclty ln the inner zone and the

three-dimensionality generally reduces as adding the spaclng Of submerged box groyne･ In

general, the setting of longitudinalb一ock has the similar effect on the月ow pattern in the
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cases with different spaclng･

scour hole around the first groyne is concerned in this study due to its threat to the

safety of groyne structure･ The settlng Of longitudinal block has an efacient effect on the

reduction of the scour hole, mainly caused by the restrictions on development of horseshoe

vortex. The maximum scour depth generally decreases as the length of downstream lon-

gitudinal
block increases when the box groyne is emerged･ And the longitudinal block set

in the upstream side has a great effect on reducing the maximum scour depth･ But when

box groyne
becomes submerged, the long longitudinal block has no superiorlty On scour

reduction and the effect of upstream longitudinal block is weakened･
The scour hole in

front of the second groyne is observed
in the most emerged cases with an upstream

longl-

tudinal block, which is induced by the strong vortex structure lnputtlng tO the inner zone･

under the submerged condition, there also has a scour bole induced by horseshoe vortex in

front of the second groyne for the cases with an upstream longitudinal block･ The sediment

deposited in the inner zone is largely reduced
by settlng the long longitudinal block in the

upstream side, whereas it increases when the length of downstream longitudinal block is

equal or less than O･5S under the submerged condition･

The settlng Of longitudinal block in the lateral side of box groyne creates a rich envi-

ronment w地a diversi丘ed 菖yre system and strong three-dimensiona川ow, and the dead

water zone behind the longitudinal block is a good shelter area for aquatic animal and a de-

position placement
for growth of aquatic plant･

And its restrictive effect on scour process

around丘rst groyne is also an important advantage for groyne protection･
In general, the

settlng Of longitudinal block in the lateral side of box groyne is able to provide a suitable

habitat for aquatic life･

Keywords: box groyne, PIV, emerged, submerged,
L-shape groyne, 3D now structure,

local scour, sediment experiment
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Groyne is an effective hydraulic structure widely used in coastal englneerlng Or river eng1-

neerlng tO inte-pts且ow丘eld and trainlng the sediment movement･ The river with groyne

generally behave a different status on flow structure and river morphology･
to operate a

sophisticated process of achievlng relative balance from a series of dynamical actions as

working of vortex structure,flow acceleration in main stream and diving force of the wa-

ter. In the modem river englneerlng, river trainlng aS bank protection and navlgation
is the

common application of groyne, while the river restoration also is its important advantages

and attracts more and more attention nowadays･
Groyne with appropriate con丘guration

is

able to support an abundant
habitat for aquatic life･ which is available forminimizlng the

river degradation and bene触for the river restoration･ Single groyne has various types clas-

sified by their shape, as straight groyne, L-shape groyne, TIShape groyne, J-hook groyne

etc. (as shown in Fig･ 1･1 (a))･A box groyne is composed of these various types of single

groyne to satisfy the differentriver ecological requirements (asshown in Fig･ 1･1 (b).)･The

box groyne is as an individual groyne combination and different with the groyne group･

But when it constitutes a group, it likes the groyne group･ The =boxM is onginal by its

appearance･ The typical box groyne is shown in Fig. 1･2･ The (a) of Fig･ 1･2 shows the

traditional one while Fig. 1･2 (b) shows the box groyne with a longitudinal block in the

lateral entrance.

The bene丘t of groyne on river restoration is clear due to promoted deposition for sup-

porting vegetation and increased pool
for galn Of丘sh biomass, more large丘sh and diverse

ash community (Shield et al･ 1995, Schlosser 1987)･ The inner zone of box groyne pro-

vides a suitable
habitat for fish, especially in flood season･ The impact of groyne on丘sh

biomass shown
in Table 1

･1
presents its great benefit for increaslng nSh populations･

The

traditionalbox groyne has a monotonic月ow pattern and high velocity Inside the groyne
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straight L-shape T-shape J-hook

grOyne grOyne grOyne groyne

(a)

1. 1. Backgroundand motlVation

(b)

Figure l･1: Sketch of singleand box groyne

http ://www,army.mil/article/7062 7/

(a)

http ://www･dnr･mo ･ gov/water-trai I/riversafety.htm

(b)

Figure 1.2: The box groyne in upper Upper Mississippi River

zone, andthus it cannot provide a good ecological environment forthe aquatic life･Al-

血ougb the optimization by cbanglng the ratio of groyne leng也and spaclng is able to create

much abundant circulationflow system inthe inner zone (Ⅵ屯itbrechtetal., 2008), its effect

is limitedand not economic･ Furthermore, an enlarged scour hole around the traditional

box groyne )eopardizesthe groyne structure･ Theriver restoration for aquatic-habitat ob-

jectives may be addressed within orthodox incised channel-erosion control pro)ects with

littleadditional cost (Shields etal･, 1995), andthusthe traditional box groyne is not suit-

able to satisfythemodernriver ecologicaldemanding. Setting a longitudinalblock inthe

lateralentrance of traditional box groyne (as shown in Fig･ l･2 (b))is a good option to solve

this problem with littlepnce･ It hasanability to create arich gyre systemand strong three-

dimensional flow, and the dead water zone behind the longitudinalblock is a good place

for some aquatic nfe･ Furthermore, its flexible configurations are able to accommodate
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to various丘elds of river englneerlng, especially for river ecologlCal englneerlng･ But the

longitudinal block in the lateral entrance must be affecting the mass and energy exchange

of box groyne with the main stream･ Pbysicaトhabitat restoration should not be attempted

unless water quality is adequate to support aquatic life (Kern1992)I The configurations of

box groyne need to ensure that it has enough ability to maintain a healthy, vigorous and

sustainable environment for
aquatic

life.

Table Ill: Reported effects on丘sh biomass of adding groynes or extending groynes in

Eroded, Warmwater Streams. (Obtained from Kuhnle et al. 1999)

Condition Impact of groyJleS Biomass measured Reference

on fish biomasi

Reaches vitb groynes compared with reaches with

continuous stone toe protectionrunnlng Parallel to bank

Very short groyne extended-4 times onglnal length at

angle of about 45o. Maximum scour hole depth

increased from 32 to 72 cm

Reaches with groynes comparedwith reaches with

continuous stone toe protection runnlng Parallel to bank

Reaches with groynes added to stone toe protection

compared with continuous stone toe protection runnlng

parallel to bank

Increased5.7 times Catchperunitofeffortof KnightandCooper(1991)

electroflShing

Increased 15 times Catchper unitofeffortof Shieldetal. (1995b)

electroflShing

Increased l･6 times Catchperunitofeffort of Shields etal･, unpublished

electrofishhg data (n.d･)

Increased i.2 times Rotenone collections Shields et al., unpublished

data (n.d.)

1.2 Previous researches: a brief overview

1･2･1 Hydrodynamics of the flow around groynes

There are numerous studies investigatlng the flow hydrodynamics around the single and

multiple groynes in experimental channel
or river･ The model experiment in laboratory

flume is an efBcient method to explore some basic flow phenomena especially when it is

greatly developed by modern measurement technology, such as Laser Visualization Tech-

niques, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), Acoustic

Doppler Velocimeters (ADV) and so on (Tominaga et al･ 2000, Weitbrecht et al･ 2002,

Kuhnle et al. 2008, Kadota et al. 2010). The much accuracyflowfield obtained from

these measurement technologleS Provides visual and meticulous understanding on now hy一

山odyna血cs around the groyne･ In addition to laboratory experiment, many models are

built in the numerical study to investigate the now characteristics in two-dimensional and

three-dimensional now as Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)with K-E turbulence
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model and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) (Liu et al. 1994, Ouillon et al. 1997, McCoy

2006, Kuhnle et al. 2008)

Theflow characteristics of single emerged groyne are examined by the experiment of

Rajaratnam et all (1983) on separating stream line,mixing layer and bed shear stress in

smooth fixed bed. Kuhnle et al. (2008) used an ADV to examine the three-dimensionalflow

丘elds around a submerged groyne with sloped sides, and found the length of the mixlng

layer is about l･6 times the length of groyne and 4 times the height of groyne. In order to

capture the coherent structures around a single groyne, Kadota et al. (2009) applied proper

orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis the instantaneous velocity obtained by PTV both

under the emerged and submerged condition, which is able to clearly higbligbt the typical

fluctuatlng 且ow pattern and large-scale motion relating to the instantaneous shear stress

and energy transport. Ouillon et al. (1997) developed a steady three-dimensional RANS

solver with the k-model to study the flow around a groyne with the evolution of the free

surface.

Spaclng lS a Sensitive factor affectlng the flow patternand sediment transportation. The

ratio of spaclng and groyne length greatly affect the flow pattern, as show in Fig. 1.3.

Weitbrecht et al. (2002) also described the generation of the gyre system in the groyne

field with different aspect ratio W凡, as shown in Fig. 1.4. It presents that the two side-

by-side gyres is generated when the aspect ratios i5 low (W/L < 0･7),and the single gyre

system appears when aspect ratio increases (W/L < 0_,7)and keeps stable for W/L - 1･5,

finally the further increased aspect ratio forms the two-gyre system. The study of Sobhan

et al. (1999) considers the spacing of 4.5 to 5 times the groyne length is able to effectively

protect the river bank while 2 to 2.5 times is widely used in practice. Due to its relationship

with the dynamical motion of mixlng layer in the upper water, the submergence height is an

important factor for submerged box groyne, and be discussed in many studies (Tominaga et

al･ 2001, Uijttewaa12005, Thiemann et al. 2005). Tominaga et al. (2001) studies the effect

of submergence in the three-dimensionalflow丘eld with two straight groynes by the PIV

measurement in both horizontal and vertical planes in open channel. The results present the

submerged condition greatly affects the flow structure around box groyne, while submerged

box groyne strengthens the vortex structure and the mass exchange compared with the non-

submerged spur dikes in a spur-dike zone･ Deflection ofmixlng layer in the horizontal plane

becomes large as the relative height of groyne increased. The study of McCoy (2006) based
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Figure 1.3: Effect of groyne spacing on Bow pattern in the box
groyne(obtained

from

Copeland 1983)

on LES simulation examines the three-dimensional月.ow of a slngle box groyne and a series

of box groyne and aims at the visual and analysis of vortex structure･

1.2.2 Bed deformation around the groyne

Bed deformation around the groyne is greatly related to the groyne protection and the cre-

ation of diverse river morphology･ In particular, Local scour around groyne is most con-

cerned about due to its threat to structural safety･ Fig･ 1･5 presents a typical now and

scour pattern around a circular pler, Which polntlng Out that the horseshoe vortex formed

in the upstream side of structure plays main role in carrylng the scour process･ In order

to predict the maximum scour bole around the groyne in equilibrium, some emplrlCal or

se血-empirical equations are developed by lnglis (1949), Abmad (1953) Melville (1997)t
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Figure l14: Gyre system withdifferent aspect ratio Wn_ (W:groyen length, L:Spacing)

(obtained from Weitbrecbt et al. 2008)

Andthe value of maximum scour hole is depend on factors as properties of hid,臥)w con-

dition, materialof bed sediment, geometry of channeland structure of groyne and so on

(Zhang et all 2008)･ Coleman etal･ (2003) proposed a revised dehnition of the relation-

ship between dimensionless time and equilibrium of scour development in a丑at bed, which

expressed as a function of relative且ow intensityand relative abutment length. Kuhnle et

all (1997, 1999 and 2002) conducted a series of sediment experiment on emerged and sub-

merged groyne, to investigate the geometry of the scour hole affected by length,
angleand

the submergence ratio of groyne･ And the effects of submergence, groyme length, water

depthand opening ratio (ratioof the groyne area to the crossISeCtion area of stream) onthe

development and patternofthe scour hole withverticalgroyne were widely discussed by

EIwady et al･ (2001)･ For most sediment experiments conceming on bed load, the flow and
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bed deformation of a group groyne w他山e impermeable and pemeable condition were

investigated from the experiment of the totalsediment load including bed loadand susI

pended load by Zhang (2005), whilethe numericalmodel withthree-dimensional turbulent

module and totalsediment module were developed to simulate bed evolution･

Hor*!血txI VoJIL'羊

Figure 1.5: Flow and scour pattern at a circular pier (obtained from Melvilleand Coleman

2000)

1.2.3 Difrerent shapes of groyne

Asmentioned above, there are various types of singlegroyne classi丘ed bytheir shape･ The

former researches about the 凸ow hydrodynamics and local scour around the straightgroyne

orthe skew straight groyne is widely and in detail･ while the investlgation of other shapes

of single groyne is less in contrast totheir widely used in river englneerlng PraCtices･ Due

tothe importance of the head shape, the transformed head of groyne redistributes the 且ow

structure around the tip of groyne, and then affectsthe dispersion both in longitudinaland

transverse directionandthe dynamic mechanism of sediment transportation (Waiter et all

1964, Zhang etal. 2008, Cheng etal･ 1994, Ying and Jiao 2004, Ahmad etal･ 2009)･

In order to reducethe adverse causeand effects of groyne, Walter et al. (1964) designed

a new structure called an "L-head" gTOyneand conducts a series laboratory experiment

in movable bed to investigate its design parameter･ The repor( informs that this kind of

groyne is able to formthe bigger sand bars inthe main channel, which performs agalnStthe
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navlgation. The effectiveness of the L-head is able to work when the closed ratio is between

45% and 65%, and a certain water of about 32.96% of groyne beigbt could be allowed to

overtop the structures without affecting the efBciency of the extension of L-head under the

submerged condition. In particular, the scour hole around the groyne is reduced with the

decrease of the entrance width.

The study of L-shape groyne was also carried out by Cheng et al. (1994) on the mea-

surement of月･ow velocity in the丘xing bed and bed defわrmation in the movable bed･ They

call L-shape groyne as =Hooked groyne", and the hooked part is the longitudinal block in

this study. It shows that the flow pattern varies with the different combinations of hooked

lengtbs and booked angles according to the submerged and non-submerged conditions. The

flow veloclty ln upstream and downstream of groyne both are slgni丘cantly reduced for the

groyne hook. The implementation of hook decreases the vortex induced by the月ow detach

in groyne tip, so as to reduce the energy loss behind the groyne. And under the same hook

length, different hook angles have different influence on the velocity distribution on the up-

stream and downstream of groyne head. According to the results of sediment experiment,

the scour is reduced as the increase of ratio of booked-length to groyne length (D凡) due

to the weaker vortex intenslty near the groyne. And the range of scouトdeposition varies

with D凡=0.33-0.55 is a threshold zone, for their best behaviors to the change of straight

g工Oyne･

Kadota et al. (2010) studied the coherent flow structures and bed deformation around

TIShaped and L-shaped groynes in straight open channel. The experimental results present

that coherent patterns change greatly with the groyne type (as shown in Fig. 1･6),espe-

cially fbrしshaped groyne, and the largely distributed coherent stmctures are related with

formation of sand waves in the downstream of groyne. The L-shaped groyne directing to

upstream (LU- shaped groyne) has less velocity difference between the main stream and

dead water zone slgni丘cantly and it is more suitable for stabilizing the flow and bed de-

formation･ And the larger Reynolds stress distribution between the main stream and dead

water zone shown is related to the strongermixlng Process in the T- shaped and LUI Shaped

grOyne･

Tbe scourlng prO丘1e with bed and suspended load along the channel with a series of

L-shaped groynes was investigated by Ahmad et al. (2009) experimentally. Be different

with most of previous studies on scour at groyne concern1ng With the equilibrium status,
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Figure 1
･6:

Magnitude of the meanvelocityfield around several types of groynes underthe

emerged and submerged conditions(obtained from Kadota 201 0)

they alms On血e temporal evolution of也e longitudinal bed pro丘1e as shown in Fig･ 1･7･

It is observed that the scour appear around the first groyne at丘rstly,and then extents to

the downstream･ The sediment deposits increaslngly betweenthefirst groyneand second

groyne丘rstly, but then it deposits less even becomes erosion as time going On･ They put

forwardanequation of estimating the maximum scour deptharound a series of L-shaped

groynes with parallel wall in the downstreamdirection under equilibrium condition.

In addition tothe mentioned above,the investlgations of T-shaped groyne are developed

by laboratory experimentand numericalsimulation. Ghodsianand Vaghefi(2009) found

some valuable conclusions about influenclng parameters On the maximum scour depth

aroundthe T-shaped groyne in 90 degree channel bend by adopting model experiment･

According tothe experimental results, Vaghe丘etal. (2012) introducedthe equations for

calculatingthe scour hole induced by T-shaped groyne. Afully complexthree-dimensional

且ow of two TIShaped groynes is clarified by the Mansooriet al. (2012) using numerical

model of SSIIM.
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Figure 1
･7:

Temporalbed deformation of a series of L-shape groyne (obtained from Ahmad

et al. 2009)

1.3 Research
objectives

Inthe inner zone of groynefield, the different con丘gurations of box groyne diversifythe

circulating flow in number, scaleand strength. Such abundant且ow structure makesthe box

groyne area to be aminiature aquatic system, which carries outthe exchange of mass, sed-

imentand energy with the main streamby reformed entrance･ The 8exible con丘gurations

of box groyne are able to accommodate to various丘elds of river englneerlng, especially for

river ecological englneenng ･

In contrast tothe widely applications of box groyne inriver englneerlng, less informa-

tion about the box groyne withspecialshaped groyne inriver is available･ The present study

mainlyaimed atthe box groyne withlongitudinal block composed by straight and LIShape

groyne, as shown in Fig･ 1･8･ ln order to createanappropnate wateryand sedimentary

environment for aquatic life in the groyne zone,the investlgation of the 丘ow characteristics

and localscour around the box groyne bothunderthe emerged and submerged condition

is necessary･ The schematic research subjectshowed in Fig. 1.9 gives a clear clarification

about the research of box gTOynewith different configuration in this study･
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Figure I.9: Schematic research subjectof
this study

1.4 Dissertation Overview

ill

The present dissertation is organized in 6 chapters as follows:

Inthis chapter,the research background with motivationand previous research, research

objectivesandmain contents of each chapter are acquired a brief introduction･ Chapter 2

describesthe arrangement of laboratory experiments in the fixed bedand movable bed･

Chapter 3 discussesthe experiment results of emerged box groyne with longitudinalblock
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under different block length, position and spaclng Of box groyne in the丘xed bed, and an-

alyzes the calculation method of exchange coefhcient in detail･ While Chapter 4 presents

a similar exploration for the submerged box groyne in the丘xed bed and emphasis on the

descrlption of the three-dimensiona川ow丘eld･ Chapter 6 discusses the sediment experi-

ment results of box groyne withlongitudinal block under different block length, position,

and investlgateS the fわrmation mechanism of bed deformation by tbe且ow characteristics

obtained by the experiment of nxed bed withthe measured nowfield after bed deforma-

tion in the movable bed･ Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of this study and offers

recommendations fわrdyer englneeⅢng practice.



Chapter 2

Experimental Arrangement

2.I Introduction

A description of laboratory experiments operated in this study is presented in this chap-

ter･ Overviews of nume geometry, arrangement of groyne model, adopted measurement

techniques, sediment materialsandflow conditions
are described･

2.2 Laboratory I)ume

2.2.1 The Aume with丘xed bed

For the experiments of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)and dye concentration measure-

ment (DCM),the laboratory且umewithtransparent sidewal1 made of glassmaterials was

used, as shown in Fig･ 2･1･ The straight rectangular nume was O･3m in width, 0･4m in

heightand 7.5m in lengthwith an
adjustable

bottom slope, The slope ofthe且ume i was

set at 1/2000 for the present experiment･ The measurement section was located in 4･4~4･6m

downstream fromthe water entrance. The initial8ow conditions were controlled by ad-

justable pump and downstream weir･

Figure 2･ 1: Sketch oftheflume with触ed bed
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血order to keep血e same by血aulic condidon,血ere are procedures to be taken more

carefully as follows:

a) The depthofthe water inthe lower main tank should be inthe same water level

b) The discharge was checked by compadng血e measured results obtained by two

methods. The丘rst one is measured bythe triangular weir in the upper tank･ The sketch

(Fig. 2.2)and equation of triangular weir is shown bellow. The second way is done by

measurlng the rate of mass of the f]owlng Water.

Q - CHt5/2 (2.1)

c - 1.354 + 0.004/Ht + (0.14+ 0.2/ヽ/′面)(Ht/B- 0.09)2 (2.2)

Figure 2.2.'Sketch of the triangular weir (V-notch weir)

c)
The depthof the water in the main channel wasthe last parameter that should be

checked and kept onthe same level in each case under same flow condition.

2.2.2 The月tlmewith movable bed

For the sediment experiment, the laboratory 8ume made by transparent acrylic materials

was used, as shown in Fig･ 2･3･ The straight rectangular且ume was 0.3m in width, 0. 19m in

height and 6m in length witha slope of 1/2000. Theflume was divided intothefixed section

and movable section, as showninFig･ 214･ The section ofx=O13-213mand x=3･8-5･8m was

the丘xed section lifted bythe Ctype of structural steel. The movable section was 1.5m

lengthwith6･5cm sand depth.
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Figure 213: Photo of theflume with movable bed

2.3 Model ofgroyne

Asshown in Fig1 2･5, the experimentalbox groyne
was consisted of straight groyne and

LIShaped groyne withthe
head directlng tO upstream Or downstream･ The groyne model

was made of transparent acrylic acid resin･ as shown
in Fig･ 2161 Thethickness of acrylic

plate (groyne width)
was lcm･ The height was 4･5cm for experiment in the fixed bed and

lOcm for experiment
inthe movable

bed･ Allthe cases are divided into 3 groups as Rl,

R2 and R3 according to the different block position･ Forthe normalcase･ the spacing Of

box groyne was 18cm･ Besides the normalcases･the
box groynes withdifferent spacing

(12cmand 24cm) or typesalso were considered
in the study･ The parameters of the box

groyne model are shown in Table 211 and Table 2121 The 3cm intervalis able to ensurethat

more details among different cases are acquiredand enough vectors could be obtained at

the narrowest entrance.
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b) Top view

Fixing Section Movable secbon Fixing Section

c) Lo11gltudi11al cross section ofA-A

Figure 2.4: Theflume withmovable bed

S :Spanng

GL :Groyne Length

GH :Groyne Height

BL :B一ock LerLgth

J3 :C血mel Width

GW :Gro)屯e Width

BP :BIockPositLOn

BH ;Block Height

Figure 2･5:Amangement of box groyne Figure 216: The photo of model

model
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Table 2. 1: The model parameters of different groyne spacing

Name RI R2 R3

S/em 12 18 24 12 18 24 12 18 24

GL/c m

GW/em

BP none u p stre am dow nstl･e am

BUcm none 6 9 12 6 9 12

Table 2.2: The model parameters of groyne with 18cm spaclng

R2 R3

Name Rl

1 2 3 4 cI 1 2 3 4 o

GIJcm

GW/cm

S/cm

BP none upstream
丘ow nstream

BL/cm none 3 6 9 12 15 3 6 9 12 15

2.4 Instrument of Particle lmage Velocimetry (PIV) in the丘xed bed

17

2.4.1 Brief overview of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

As the purpose of the visualization of 且ow around box groyne, Particle lmage Ⅵlocime-

try (PIV) technique was used to measure velocity distributions･ Particle lmage Ⅵlocime-

try (PIV) is an efacient measurement technique for measuring the instantaneous velocity

別ed in a cross sectionwithout disturbing the月ow neld･ PIV is a whole-now-held tech-

nlque Which records images offlowfields in a cross-section for a variety of applications

in gaseous and liquid media, and to extract instantaneous velocity infわrmation out of these

images (Raffelet al. 2007).

A typical setup fわrPIV technique in a wind tunnel is brie且y sketched in Fig･ 2･7･Small

tracer particles are added to the flow. A plane (lasersheet)within the flow is captured twice

by means of a laser (thetime delay between pulses depending on the mean flow velocity and

the magnification at imaging). It is assumed that the tracer particles move with local now

velocity between the two captures･ The light scattered by the tracer particles is recorded

via a high quality lens either on a single
frame (e･g･ on a high-reso一ution digitalorfi1m
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camera)
or on two separate frames on special cross-correlation digitalcameras. The outpllt

of the digital sensor is transferred tothe memory of a computer directly. The displacement

of the particle images between the lightpulses has to be detemined throughevaluation

of the PIV recordings･ In order to be able to handlethe great amount of data which can

be collected employingthe PIV technique, sophisticated post-processlng lS required. For

ev血ation the digital PIV recording is divided in small subareas called "interrogation ar-

eas"･ The localdisplacement vector for the images of the tracer particles ofthefirst and

second capture is determined for each interrogation area by means of statisticalmethods

(auto-and crossICOrrelation)･It is assumedthatal1 particles within one interrogation area

have moved homogeneously between the two captures. The pro)ection of the vector of the

local now velocity into the plane of the light sheet (two-component velocity vector) is cal-

culated taking into account thetime delay between the two captures andthe magnification

at imaglllg.

Figure 2･7: Typicalsetup for PIV technique in a wind tunnel

2･4･2 Application
of PIV in this study

In this study･ PIV was used to measure velocity distributions on two planes to explore the

three-dimensionalcharacteristics (as shown in Fig. 2.Band 2.9).In order
to

capture clearer

move tracer･ nylon resin particle with 80micron in diameter and l102 illSPeCific weight
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was used･ The argon laser light sheet withabout 2-3mmthickness was projected on the

plane. Inthe horizontalplane, 8 horizoptal (I-y) planes with 4mm intervalwere measured

from the layer of 4mm from the bottom for the emerged condition, while 13 horizontal (Ⅹ-

y) planeswith5mm intervalwere measured fromthe layer of 5mm fromthe bottom forthe

submerged condition. Inthe vertical plane, 15
vertical(冗-z)planeswith10mm

or 15mm

intervalwere measured from the layer of 5mm from the left side of channel wall, as shown

in Fig. 2.10.

Flow

Figure 2.8:Amangement of PIV on the horizontalplane (x - y)

The visualimages were taken by high-speed video cameraand recorded as "BMP"files

with640x480 pixels onthe horizontalplaneand 640x160 pixels onthe vertical plane･ The

spatialresolutidn was about O1465-0･667 mm/pixel･ The velocity vectors were calculated by

using commercial PⅣ software (ⅥSmOW by AEA Technology)･ The post-processing

of data was operated by the FORTRAN programmlng･ The resolution of the imageanalysis

was 32x32 pixelswith overlap 75%･ Inthe presentanalysis, the time-averaged且ow velocity

vectors were obtained by processlng 1600 successive images in 16s withan intervalof

I/loos forthe horizontalplane and 3200 successive images in 16s withanintervalof
l/200s

for the verticalplane･
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FJow

Figure 219:Amangement of PIV onthe vertlCalplane (I - I)
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(b) Submerged condition

Figure 2･10: Projection of the laser sheet

2･5 Dye concentration measurement (DCM) instrumentinthe Rxed bed

Withthe purpose of performingthe water exchange process,the dye concentration mea-

surement (DCM) was conducted using blue dye (KMnO4) as a tracer. Dye concentration

measurement is an efhcient approach for flow visualization and examination of exchange

and diffusion process (Babarutsi et al･ 1991, Uijttewaaletal. 2001, Tominaga et al. 2008).

Fig･ 2･1 1 presents the procedure of DCM･ A thin plate was blocked atthe entrance of box

groyne to create a stationary丑ow condition, in that case, the tracer with small volume was

distributed homogeneously overthe entire inner zone andtill be a constant concentration,

Then the plate was removed slowly to begin the water exchange process. The concentra-

tion of dye was
measured by a video imageanalysisI The prc-cess of dye diffusion was
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taken by a video camera and stillimages were picked up･ To obtain local depth-integrated

dye concentration,the groyne zone was subdivided into 10 x 10 rectangular domains, and

the average densityof grayscale inthe groyne zone was measured by image analysis･ The

grayscale level is calibrated agalnStknown dye concentrations･ The grayscale level is re-

lated tothe concentration linearly whenthe grayscale level is below 180 in 256 gradation

scale, Therefore,the grayscale level is used as a measure of dye concentration in the range

below 180.When flow is coming Into the inner zone of box groyne fromthe transparent

main stream, the dye concentr?tion is diffusedand the color becomes bright･Dark partsin

pICtureSare Places where a dye is not diffused or itis accumulated by the flowI The average

grayscale level is calculated inthe inner zone of box groyne at a certaintime-intervalby

using lmageanalysISand then itis normalized bythe initialgrayscale level･

Set a thinplate

at the entrance

RelnOVe plate Launch dye diffusion

Figure 2. 11 : The procedure of dye concentration measurement (DCM)

2.6 Sediment material and measurement techniques in the TnOVable bed

2.6.1 Properties of sediment material

The sediment used for the bed evolution experiment in the movable bed had a meandlam-

eter dm of 591FLm, a mediandiameter d50 0f 571pm and a geometric standard deviation

d75/d250f 1.225, asthe sieve analysis results shown in Fig1 2･12･ The sediment density was

2.65
a/cm3,and

the criticalshear velocity was l･77
cm/a

by using the Iwagaki Formula

(1956),
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Figure 2･ 12: Cumulative semi-logarithmic probability size-frequency graph

2･6･2 Measurement techmiques of bed morphology

The measurement of bed deformation was adopted after 120min water time･ A laser-

distance meter (CMOS multi-function Analog Laser Sensor IL1600 (KEYENCE), as shown

inFig. 2.13) was used to determinethe bed deformation whenthe measured section of

f]ume was completely drained out･ The laser-distance meter has a measurement range

of about 200-1000mm, a spot diameter of about l16(j=OL5%),anda sampling rate of

O･33/1/2/5ms.Allthese measurement devices were mounted onaninstrument camage

running Onthe rails overthe channel.

(a)Laser sensor O))Instrument

Figure 2･ 13 :Amangement of devices measuring bed deformation
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2.6.3 Measurement techniques of 且ow velocity

The measurement of 丘ow velocity under the movable bed was adopted after 1 20min water

time,and丘nished in 180min wlthout large development of bed deformation･ Electromag-

netic current meter (as shown in Fig. 2. 14) was used to measure two-dlmenSionalnow

veloc1tyaroundthe box groynefield under movable bed condition. The experiment appa-

ratus is shown in Fig. 2. 15. The electromagnetic current meter (I-type)has a sampling rate

of 50 Hz, and 32s were taken at each point･ The measured depthwas about T3cm below

the water surface underthe emerged condition and T4cm below the water surface under

the submerged condition. The different measured height was because of the highdeposi-

tlOn inthe inner zone of box groyne･ Allthese measurement devices were mounted on an

instrument camagerunnlng Onthe rails overthe channel･

8
戸惑

=r:
I,j一章Electromagnetic

current meter (I-type)

Data recording

(GL900-GRAHTEC)

Figure 2. 14:Amangement sketch of Electromagnetic Current Meter (EMV)
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Figure 2. 15 : Apparatus of Electromagnetic Current Meter (EMV)
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2.7 Flow conditions

2.7. Flow
conditions

The emerged and submerged conditions were both taken into consideration in this study･

All the flow conditions are shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. In the Bxed bed, only two

flow conditions were QOnSiderate･ In the movable bed, high discharges were used to explore

the effect of discharge on the bed deformation.

Table 2.3: The月.ow conditions in thefiⅩed bed

Type slope Dep/:他'UGH Q/m3/s

velTc蒜m/s
Fr Re u｡

Emerged 1/2000 0.04 0. 89 0.001 79 0. 149 O.238 4694 20.55

Submerged I/2000 0.07 l.56 0.003 17 0. 151 0.182 6399 19.73

Table 2.4: The flow conditions in the movable bed

Type slope De7,tl'h'UGH Q/m3's

vet."c蒜nJs
Fr Re do

Emerged 1/2000 0.04 0. 89 0.00 178

Emerged-h 1/2000 0_04 0.89 0.00298

Submerged 1/2000 0.06 1 33 0.0033 1

'0. 148 0.236 4707 20.62

0.248 0.397 7859 20.97

0. 184 0.240 7503 1 8,52

2.8 Summary

Laboratory experiment is the mainly research method adopted in this study･ The important

information aboutflume geometry, arrangement of groyne model, adopted measurement

techniques, sediment materials and flow conditions are introduced in this chapter･
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Flow Characteristics of Emerged Box Groyne in the Fixed Bed

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the laboratory experiments are used to investigate theflowfield with instan-

taneous and time-averaged velocity around the emerged box groyne, and the mass exchange

processes between the inner zone of the emerged box groyne and the main stream･ The

measurement technology of Particle lmage Velocimetry (PIV) is used to exp一ore the flow

field and mass exchange process by analyzing the flow vectors･ The Dye Concentration

Measurement (DCM) provides a distinct and visual method to present the development of

vortex structure in themixlng layer and its effects on the mass exchange between the inner

zone of the emerglng box groyne and the main stream･

In the emerged box groyne, the vertical mixlng layer on the lateral side dominates the

flow pattern in the inner zone; hence, the longitudinal block set in the lateral entrance

brings large change to･ theflowfield in the inner zone･ Under the same hydraulic condition,

when the ratio of groyne length andflume width (GL/B) is fixed, the scale and strength

of the initial vortex structure detached from the tip of丘rst groyne is similar･ Then, the

development of vortex structure is largely affected by the placement and length of the set

longitudinal block, the length of second groyne, the spaclng Of box groyne and so on･

In this section, the effects of the placement and length of the longitudinal block and the

spaclng Of box groyne on且ow丘eld are studied･ For the groyne, the strong horseshoe vortex

(HV) system generated and developed around the tip of丘rst groyne is the main role in the

formation of the scour hole around the丘rst groyne･ This study presents the arrangement

of pile group on the front of the丘rst groyne, which is able to control the development of

scour aronnd the丘rst groyne by reducing the generation of HV

The time-averaged flow velocity indicates different flow types in the box groyne area

along with the placement and the length of a longitudinal block･ To explorethe inner

characteristics of now structures around a box groyne, statisticalanalysIS, Such as autocor-

relation, Weiss function and turbulence intensity are aPPlied･ Beside that, mass exchange
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coefncient reveals characteristic of the water exchange process between the inner zone of

the box groyne and the main stream･ In particular, a detailed descrlPtlOn Of the bed shear

stress distribution in the groyne丘eld reglOn is conducted.

3.2 Effects of the position and length of longitudinal block

ln this section, the spacing of box groyne is set as S/GL=2 (S=18cm), wbicb is able to

present slngle 菖yre to two 菖yres in the inner zone of box groyne according to the s山dy of

V･ Weitbrecht (2008). The arrangement of longitudinal block is shown in Table 2.2.

3.2.1 Mean velocity in the inner zone of box groyne

The longitudinal block prevents the main stream deliverlng energy tO the inner zone of box

groyne, so as to induce the large difference in velocity distribution. Fig. 3.1 shows the

characteristic of mean velocity inthe inner zone of box groyne Uig, Which is obtained by

averaglng the all time-averaged velocity in the inner zone of box groyne. Compared with

the case without the longitudinal block (CASE REl), only the CASE RE21 (BL/S=0.17)

presents a littlebit higher mean veloclty･ It means the existence of the long longitudinal

block in the lateral entrance of box groyne obstruct the mass exchange between the inner

zone and main stream, then reduces the global vitality of water in the inner zone of box

groyne･ For the reason why the short longitudinal block set in upstream side of entrance

increases the mean velocity ln the inner zone, the next section will give an explanation･

For血ose two groups RE2 and RE∃, the mean veloclty lnSide the groyne area both tends

to diminish as the increaslng longitudinal block length, while the decreaslng tendency ln

group RE2 is greater than that in group RES. The mean veloclty ln group RES is almost

50% less than that in group RE2･ There is relatively small mean veloclty ln the CASE

RE25 (BL/S=0･83), RE34 (BL/S=0.67), RE35 (BL/S=0.83) especially, being likely to be a

dead water zone in the most inner reglOn･
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Figure 311: Companson of meanveloclty in the inner zone of emerged box groyne foral1

layers

3.2.2 Flow structures

Flow patternaround the groyne area

Due to the longitudinal block directs tothe inside of box groyne･ the difference between

each case inthe upstream and downstreamreglOnS Of groyne is inconspICuOuS COmPared

to that inthe box groyne丘eld･ As a result, this study focuses on the hnite section with

about 5 cm of upstream and downstream fromthe groyne･ The horizontaltime-averaged

velocityvectors at themiddle height of water depth(laser height z=20mm, z/GH=0･44)

are used as representative patterns, although the velocityvectors have a small difference

in pattem amongthe different heights･ The time-averaged velocityvectorsand contours

onthe horizontal plane are shown in Fig1 3･2-3･4 respectively･ revealingtheflow features

around box groynes, such as different types of circulatlng flow･

a) CASE REI The vector graphs of Case REl in Fig･ 3･2 show atypical flow pattern for

the traditionalbox groyme with straightgroyne･
Inthe upstreamand downstreamreglOnS

of groyne, a small circulatlng gyre is generated by the shear飢)w respectively. In the

groyne丘eld,
a circulatingflow called driving gyre withanticlockwise direction occupleS

the inner zone,also drives the secondary gyre (ordriven flow) withclockwise direction, and

it creates a two-gyre system. The secondary gyre in CASE REl is mainly located in the

inner corner of upstream side withsmall size,and itisalso located as a palr inthe upstream

and downstream sides whenthe plane is close tothe channel
bottom･ The stream from

upstream dissipatesand transportsthe energy through themixlng effect withthe inflow

fromthe inner zone of box groyne, to formthemixlng layer with arc shape･ wherethe
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mixing process is dominated by large coherent structure (LCS)･ In particular, the water

particle mlngles with strong three dimensional characters at the tlp Of丘rst groyne･ Due to

the expelling effect of the丘rst groyne, the main streamline deflects to the opposite side of

groyne, causing the relatively small velocity in the downstream direction around the tip of

second groyne. In that case, the stream (back flow in CASE REl of Fig. 3･2) from the

recirculating region in the downstream may flow into the inner zone of box groyne under a

certain condition. In this study, only CASE REl has significant phenomenon of back flow,

because its main streamline is expelled farthest without the flow diversion effect of block.

b) GROUP R2 Setting the longitudinal block at the upstream side of entrance weak-

ens the drivlng gyre in the groyne丘eld and enlarges the secondary 菖yre. In addition, the

scale of drivlng 菖yre diminishes with increaslng block length, while the scale of secondary

菖yre enlarges and even occupleS almost 2/5 of the inner zone in CASE RE25. Due to the

shielding effect of longitudinal block, a shielding area is generated in the outer area of

longitudinal block, as shown in Fig. 3.2 In the shielding area of group RE2, the stream

flows toward the upstream along the block and reJOlnS the main stream, to form a slngle

circulatlng月ow. This stream is constituted by the月ow from the inner zone of groyne and

the vortex structure delivered frommixlng layer. From the time-averaged veloclty Vectors

in Fig. 3.2 and the contours of dimensionless time-averaged velocity in the longitudinal

direction in Fig. 3.3, it can be easily fわund that the shielding area of group RE2 enlarges in

strength and length scale with longer longitudinal block. As shown in the contours of di-

mensionless time-averaged velocity ln the transverse direction for CASE RE2 1 , RE22, and

RE23 (shown in Fig. 3.4),nearby area around the longitudinal block tip presents higher

transverse velocity than that of tbe丘rst groyne tlp in CASE REl. That means the longitu-

dinal block placed in the upstream side promotes the interchange mechanism by narrowlng

the entrance, especially when the entrance has enough space to lannch exchange process

and develop the vortex･ It also explains that the mean veloclty Of CASE RE21 is higher

than that of CASE REl. The reduction of negative transverse veloclty in the inner side of

the second groyne shows that the longer block weakens the development of vortex stmc-

ture･ Nevertheless, the gyres in the upstream and downstream reglOnS Of box groyne are in

small difference among each case, which is also the same in group RE3･
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c) GROUP R3 Comparing the time-averaged velocity between CASE RE21 and RE31

in Fig. 3.2, it reveals that justmovlng the short longitudinal block from upstream to down-

stream of entrance radically causes a great difference in the flow pattern･ The center of

drivlng gyre moves toward the outside withreduced dominated area while the secondary

菖yre expands its territory･ Therefわre, the placement of long血dinal block plays an impoト

tant role in the distribution offlow of the box groyne丘eld･ The longitudinal block in the

downstream side prevents the vortex structure to enter the inner area of groyne, so as to

denect the direction offlow to the upstream around longitudinal block･ Hence, the active

area of drivlng 菖yre is restricted near the entrance, wbicb causes that the high area of neg-

ative velocity in longitudinal direction moves to the entrance in group RES while that is

close to the inner side in group RE2 (as shown in Fig･ 3･3)･ It is noticed that the driving

gyre rmgrates to the main stream side with decreaslng SCaleand strength with the increase

of the longitudinal block length tillit stays almost the outer side of the block (as shown

in Fig. 3.2-3.4). It means that because the entrance becomes narrower, vortex structure

develops less when it reaches the upstream of block･ Furthermore, the longer longitudinal

block increases the difaculty for vortex to enter the inner zone of groyne･ Meanwhile, the

number of 菖yre inside the box groyne adds up to three when the ratiわ of block length to

groyne spacing BL/S is equal or greater than 50%･ In the shielding area of group RE3, the

partial stream also shows the characteristicflowlng toward the downstream along the block

to be a part of driving gyre･ Xc shown in Fig･ 312 is the distance from the start point of re-

verse flow to the outer wall of the second groyne, and it differs from each block length and

reaches maximum in CASE RE33 (as shown in Fig. 3.5).This shows that when entrance

is large enough for the activity and development of vortex structure, the vortex structure

would show the tendency of entenng the inner zone to promote the water excbange･ In that

case, the vortex structure along the block with the short distance from the entrance is prone

to flow upstream to enter the inner zone･ As the longitudinal block length is growing, VOr-

tex stmcture with weak development trends to move downstream along the block instead of

flowlng Into the inner zone of groyne area, because its weak development can not provide

enough support of reverslng tO the entrance･ As a result, the narrow entrance, the shorter

reverse now induced by vortex with less development in the shielding area･ However, when

the entrance is too narrow to be hard for enterlng, the vortex structure prefers to move in

the shielding area with the weaker development along the block, to generate the circulating
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flow in the outer area of box groyne.

Among the different horizontal measured layers, the time-averaged flow increases in

the月･ow intensity as the increaslng measured height with similar circulatingflow pattern･

For the emerged condition, the flow inside the groynearea hardly presents obviously three-

dimensional characteristics, but it appears three-dimensionalflow around the tip offirst

groyne and in丘ont of the longitudinal block in the area of main stream･
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Figure 3.2: Time-averaged velocity vectors on the horizontal plane (冗-y)near themiddle

of water.depth(z/GH=0.44)under emerged condition
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Contours of dimensionless time-averaged veloclty inthe transverse direction

(v) onthe horizontalplane (x-y)nearthemiddle of water depth (z/GH=O144)under emerged

condition
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Figure 3･5: The distance from the start polnt Of reverse now to the outer wall of the second

groyne Xc under emerged condition

The distribution of verticalvelocity W

Although three dimensionality offlow is not an important characteristic in the inner zone

of box groyne, the strong flow with negative verticalvelocity aroundthe tip offirst groyne

cannot be ignored, which is relative tothe localscour･ Fig. 3･6 shows the horizontaldistri-

bution of verticalvelocityW in different measured layers for case withoutthe longitudinal

block (CASE REl)A The strong negative verticalvelocity mostly distributes in the areas

aroundthe tip offirst groyne and from the upstreamof nrst groyne tothemiddle of box

groyne･Asthe measured heightincreaslng,the intensity of down軌)w is stronger,and it

causes a large gradient of the water table aroundthe丘rst groyne, On the plane of z=32mm

(z/GH=0･71), the up8ow in front of the Arst groyne wall is due to the backwater of groyne,

andthe zonalup8ow adjacentwiththe down8ow area is located in themixlng layer.

Fig･ 3･7 shows the horizontaldistribution of verticalvelocityW on the plme of z=8mm

(z/GH=0･18) forall casesI In general,the setting of longitudinal block reducesthe area of

down8ow, and itbenefits the reduction of scour.Whenthe longitudinalblock is set inthe

upstream side of entrance (Group RE2),the up flow appears and becomes stronger in the

shielding area withthe increaslng lengthof longitudinalblock.When the longitudinalblock

is set in the downstreamside of entrance (Group RE3),the flow aroundthe longitudinal

block becomes complex, The cases with short longitudinalblock (CASE RE32, RE33)

present the up色ow around the longitudinalblock, whilethe cases with long longitudinal

block (CASE RE34, RE35) present the down flow. The verticaldistribution of velocityon

the plane y=95mm (y/GL= I
･06)

for Group RE3 demonstrates a clearer flow pattern in front

of the entrance, as shown in Fig1 318･ For most cases with or without longitudinal block,
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Figure 3.6: Contours of dimensiolnless time-averaged velocity in the vertical direction (W)

onthe horizontalplane (i-y) in different measured layers for case withoutthe longitudinal

block (CASE REl)

the且ow path isthat, the nuids from upstreamside now down towardtheflume bottom,

and then some turnto be up8ow due to adverse pressure from the bottom. A part of them

now toward the inner zone of boxL grOyne because ofthemiⅩlng effect･ butthe existence of

longitudinalblock obstructstheir normalpathenteringthe
inner zone, sothey climbalong

血e long血dinal block to bypass it instead of也e no-al path･ In some cases,血s condition

change･Whenthe upper now reachesthe
front of longitudinal block, it accompanies with

strong vortex structure in some cases, like CASE RE33･ The adverse pressurefromthe

longitudinalblock dividesthe now as shown in CASE RE33 in Fig･ 3･8.
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(y/GL=1.06) under emerged condition
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Velocity Auctuation in the groyne area

The Autocorrelation analysis is adopted to explore the periodicity of the velocity且uctuation

for each case. The velocityfluctuation in the downstream side of entrance hardly presents

clearly a periodicity characteristic because it is easily affected by the complex turbulence･

The instantaneous transverse velocity ln the upstream side of entrance is recognized for its

representative periodic motion. The autocorrelation coef6cient of transverse components

Rvv and period T are shown in Fig. 3.9. In group RE2, the longer longitudinal block,

the larger amplitude appears. In group RES, CASE RE33 has maximum ampl血de･ It's

because that the large area of activity increases thet energy diffusion in the inner zone･

Comparlng the period in CASE RE23 with RE33 and CASE RE24 with RE34, itis clearly

that the longitudinal block setting ln upstream extends the period of velocity且uctuation

(b)

Figure 3.9: Autocorrelation results for velocity且uctuation in the transverse direction at

the upstream of entrance on the horizontal plane (Ⅹ-y)near the middle of血e channel

(z/GH=0.44)under emerged condition

Velocity distribution in the main stream

In the main stream, the longitudinal block still has a large impact on the flow structure･

Fig･ 3･10 shows the vertical distribution of longitudinal velocity on the plane y=_125m

(y/GL=1.39) and the plane in tllemiddle of nume y=150mm (y/GL=1.67) for the CASE
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REl, RE23 and RE33. On血e plane y=125mm (y/GL=1･39),血e longitudinal velocity in

the cases withthe longitudinal block is higherthanthat inthe case withoutthe longitudinal

block. In particular,the case withdownstream longitudinalblock (CASE RE33) presents

highest value. On the plane y=150mm (y/GL=1･67), the longitudinalvelocityin the cases

with也e longitudinal block is smaller也an血at in也e case w地out the long血dinal block･

It meansthat,the setting of the longitudinalblock makes the area of high longitudinal

velocity inthe main streamto move closer to the groyne zone companng withthat inthe

case withoutthe longitudinalblock.
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Figure 3. 10: Vertical distribution of longitudinalvelocity(U) on the verticalplane (x-

z)under emerged condition

3.2.3 Tllrbulent characteristic

The first groyne of box groyne converge the flow to enhance the turbulence motion caused

by velocity differences, while the longitudinalblock affects the turbulence distribution･ In
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the血xlng layer, active interaction produces large veloclty且uctuation to induce higb山rbu-

lence; hence, the effects of the longitudinal block on themixlng Process directly causes the

distribution differences of turbulence. The turbulence distribution is related to the genera-

tion and disslpation of vortex stmcture･ Turbulence characteristics in transverse direction

at the entrance between the inner box groyne area and main stream present the exchange

ability of box groyne with the external environment･

Turbulence intensity

The time-averaged turbulence intenslty is denoted by in longitudinal component u'and

transverse component v'･ The contour of dimensionless time-averaged turbulence intensity

is shown in Fig･ 3･11and Fig･ 3･12･ In all cases, an area containlng Strong turbulence

is formed, indicating the general location ofmixlng layer･ This area conducts vigorous
J

interaction between the main月ow and the月ow from the inner zone of box groyne.

a) GROUP REI The tip of the two groynes centralizes the amount energy of turbulence

both in two directions, especial1y, the vortexwith high energy shed from the鮎st groyne

enhances the turbulence intensity ln the longitudinal direction･ Due to the Kelvin-Helmhotz

instability, the strongest turbulence is placed in the upstream side between the two groynes･

Along with the movement to the downstream, the shedding vortex has the de月･ection of

motion trace and the energy diffusion caused by mlXlng effect･ In that case, in themix-

1ng layer, the turbulence intenslty decreases in the longitudinal direction between血e two

groynes, but the area of strong turbulence becomes widen as golng downstream･ The vortex

stmcture moves into the inner groyne area along the wall of the second groyne, inducing

the bigb turbulence in transverse direction around the nearly wall area of second groyne･

b) GROUI'R2 Due to obstmction of the longitudinal block, the月.ow from the inner area

of box groyne is hardly conveyed to the some sections of mlXlng layer directly, but via

the link of shielding area･ Hence, the vortex stmcture would be well developed with less

resistance from the out且ow of box groyne, which makes higher value in turbulent intensity

both in two directions･ As shown in Fig･ 3･ 12, the tip of longitudinal block centralizes high

turbulence value in transverse direction corresponding to the velocity distribution shown in

Fig. 3.4. As the length of longitudinal block increases from 3cm (CASE RE21) to 6cm
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(CASE RE22), the area with high turbnlence in main stream enlargers (as shown in Fig･

3. 1 1 and 3. 12),but turbulent motion inside the box groyne weakens･ When the length keeps

increaslng, the area with high turbulence in main stream reduces but is stilllarger than the

area in the case without the longitudinal block･

c) GROUP R3 Compared to CASE REl, there is not obvious difference in the turbu-

lence intenslty around the tip Offirst groyne for group RE3･ However, larger turbulence is

centralized near the tip of longitudinal block due to the generation of vortex･ Compared to

group RE2, the area with large turbulence is clearly smaller in group RE3, which due to

the less development of large coherent structure･ The diverse lengths of longitudinal block

produce various distributions of turbulent intenslty, especially, the turbulence intenslty de-

creases along wi血tbe increaslng block leng血･ For group RES, the CASE RE33 shows

highest turbulence value around the entrance, which means strong exchange capaclty･
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OkuboIWeiss parameter

The Okubo-Weiss (OW) parameter (Weiss, J.,1991; Weiss, J.B., 2002) is adopted to de-

scribe the instantaneous turbulenceflow丘eld in two dimensional hydrodynamics, which

shows the relative dominance of strain and turbulence vortlClty. The OW parameter is

de丘nedas:

ow=s2-(J2 (3.1)

where S2 - (ux
-

vy)2+ (vx+ uy)2presents the component of strain and LJ2 - (vx-

uy)2
means the components offlow vorticity. The positive and negative values of OW

parameter demonstrate the dominance the shear and rotational motions respectively. The

vortex structure is able to be characterized by strongly negative value of OW parameter･

From the distribution of instantaneous OW parameter (as shown in Fig. 3.13),the district

clarihcation is acquired about the advection of vortex and its pathway to the inner zone of

box groyne. The shear fわrce and rotation are altematively distributed, and the advection

of them to the inner zone mainly passes by the downstream of entrance. Compared to

the in且ow around the downstream of entrance, the now shows relatively weak shear and

rotation characteristics when it exports from the upstream of entrance, due to the energy

disslpation inside the box groyne. The strong advectibn also brings in active turbulence

motion, so the distribution of shear and rotation corresponds to the turbulence intenslty

distribution. The longer longitudinal block reduces the quantlty Of input vortex and inflow,

and further prevents vortex from developlng around the entrance.

Large coherent structures (LCS)

The dye images f♭r the box groyne without a longitudinal block (CASE REl) at several

stages are shown in Fig. 3. 14, performlng themixlng Process and the月･ow inside the goryne

area･ The examples of dye distribution images are shown in Fig. 3.15. The sbowlng arrows

indicate the sketch of the instantaneous flow pattern in the groyne area. The large coherent

structures (LCS) formed in the mixing layer enter the groyne area along the groyne wall,

and then the powerful energy makes them penetrate further to be the driving gyre. As a

result, the intenslty Of large coherent structure reaches the entrance dominates the scale

and strength of drivlng gyre, and further affects the secondary gyre. The scale of large

coherent structures is greatly developed in the mixlng layer and crosses the entrance with
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Figure 3･13: Contours of instantaneous OkuboIWeiss parameter onthe horizontalplane

(i-y) nearthemiddle of water depth(z/GH=0･44)under emerged condition

large size; in that case,the box g=oynewithlong longitudinalblockacqulreS less energy

from large structures, as it cannot provide sufGcient space for movement of structures･

asthe images shown in Fig1 31151 Regard tothe same block condition, the secondary

gyre driven bythe driving gyre presents higher intensityand lager scale whenthe block

is settled inthe downstream, as tothe interface between secondary gyre and driving gyre

occurs in the position wherethe large structures Just Penetrate the driving gyre to deliver

high propelling energy･Astothe shielding effect of block,the blue water fromthe inner

groyne area Bows toward upstreamalongthe block causingthemixlng
layer with high dye

concentration.
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■q■JE g
Figure 3.14: Images of dye distribution at varioustimes (CASE REl)

) J )∃l
Figure 3･ 15 : Images of dye distribution for some examples under emerged condition

3.2,4 Exchange processes

Distribution of transverse velocity at the entrance

Based on血e time-averaged transverse velocity, mass exchange was examined on山e en-

trance of the box groyne zone. Fig. 3. 1 6 shows the longitudinaldistribution of the vertical-

averaged transverse velocityalongthe lateralboundary Y9 (y/GL=0.94, shown in Fig. 2.7)

of the box gTOyne･ Theminus value means the inflow of box groyne, whilethe plus value

meansthe outnow of boxL grOyne. For most cases,the inflowalmost occurs in the down-

streampart of entrance while the outnow occurs in the upstreampart of entrance, and the

ttlmlng point moves to血e downstream and upstream with the increaslng length of血e lon-

gitudinalblock in Group RE2 and Group RE3 respectively. The cases with short upstream

longitudinalblock (CASE RE21, 22, 23) show higher value inthe velocity gradient and

maximum velocity of outnow thanthe case without longitudinalblock (CASE REl). The

cases with a downstreamlongitudinalblock (Group RE3) show weaker outflowthan the

case without longitudinalblock (CASE REl). It is noticed that, the area under the in8ow

curve is smaller than the area under the outflow curve. TTLe reason is that, the in8ow in-

puts tothe inner zone asthe form of rotating large coherent structure (as shown in section

3･2･2･4)･And it easilymistakesthe time-averaged results when it is only analyzed bythe

data from one verticalplane atthe entrance.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3 I 16: Longitudinaldistributions of time-averaged transverse velocityalong the in-

terface under emerged condition

Exchange coefGcient obtained by PIV data

The exchange
intensity is mainly dominated by the strength of vortex structure affecting

the entrance of box groyne･ Mass exchange coefficient contnbuted by transverse velocity in

entrance is used to evaluate the water exchange feature atthe entrance between box groyne

and main stream. Weibrecht etal. (2008) introduced a calculating method to determinethe

mass exchange coefficient k by instantaneous data of PrV･ as follows:

k-E'/U-i lvldx/U (3.2)

where E'isthe instantaneous exchange velocity, while U is thetime-averaged velocity in

main stream and L isthe lengthof entrance･

The results are shown in Fig･ 3117･ Compared to CASE REl,the exchange coefGcient

of the group RE2withthe stronger vortex flow around the entrance is higher while that

of group RE3 is lower. It is noticedthat CASE RE23 and CASE RE33 havethe highest

mass exchange coefRcient between their own groups respectively, to benefitthe water ex-

change of box groyne withmain stream. In particular, CASE RE25 shows a high exchange

ability for inputting sediment withlow mean veloclty in the inner zone, which bene触the

sedimellt deposit insidethe box groyne･
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Figure 3.17: Exchange coe用cient obtained by PⅣ data under emerged condition

Exchange coe組cient obtained by DCM

From the variation images of the dye distribution shown in Fig･ 3･14, the water exchange

process is seen to be extremely affected bythe large coherent structures (LCS)･ The clas-

sicaltheory considers exchange betweenthe groyne areaand the main streamas a liner

reduction process (Uijttewaaletal･ (2001), Weitbrecht et all (2008) and Tominaga et all

(2008)). The variation of dye concentration in a groyne region
is read as:

-;(c9
I CB) (313,

where Cgand CBarethe concentrations in the groyne regionand main streamrespectively,

and Tr isthe residencetime. Forthe box groyne,the
Tr is equal to A/(kUsL. In here, A is

the area of inner zone; k is the exchange coefGcient; Us isthe time-average velocityin the

main stream; L isthe width of entranceand equal to (S - BL). The exchange coefncient

obtained by血e DCM can be read as:

kDCM -

A

T, U8L
(3.4)

Underthe transparent main streamCs
- 0, 1/T, is acquired fromthe slope S of the liner

approximation curve, which is detemined bythe regression analysis tOthe variation of the

dye concentration.

The comparison of water exchange coefncients judged by DCMand PIV method is

shown in Fig. 3. 18. According to the comparison of Weitbrecht etal. (2008), the exchange

coefhcients under the case without longitudinalblock (CASE REl) can be obtained with

similar v山es by血ese two me血ods. However,血e results showed in Fig･ 3･18 present血e

great differences betweenthese two methods. The previous DCM study is based onthat

themixlng layeralmost places atthe entrance area, thusthe zero value of Cs is appropriate･
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But due to the strong intensity and the arc shape ofmixlng layer in the cases of this study,

the water at也e entrance is mixed with the dye water inside the mixlng layer instead of

mixlng With the transparent main stream directly･ The powerful LCS input the dye water

exiting from the inner zone to the groyne zone again at the downstream of entrance (as

shown in Fig. 3.14).Hence as the actual situation in this study, the concentrations of main

stream considered in the equation (l) is not transparent (Cs > 0), causing the exchange

coefAcient obtained by DCM to be smaller than the actual value･ To achieve closer value

with actual value, a simple modi丘cation is adopted to the equation in DCM･

Assumlng the Cs -

αCg, then substituting lt into the equation 3･2 and equation 3･3:

km(DCM) -

A5'

UsL(1
-

α)
(3.5)

The residence time T, is equal t
o
.

(1 -

α)/S;
the α is considered as a constant, and equal

to O･585 derived by the proportion between the orlglnal exchange coefacients of DCM

and Prvfrom the case without longitudinal block (CASE REl)･ The modified exchange

coefbcients for DCM are shown in Fig･ 3･19･ However, the values of DCM and PIV are

not丘tting well enough when the block is long･ The PIV method justjudges the exchange

ability of entrance by considering the transverse velocity at the entrance, being suitable fb∫

the situation with single gyre or two gyres but with a fairly small secondary gyre in the inner

zone of groyne, as CASE REl and RE21･ But for the box groyne with strong secondary

gyre, the PIV method ignores the interchange effect of interface between the two gyres in

the inner zone of box goryne, causlng the exchange coefBcient in PIV to be larger than

the actual value. Hence, the modihcation to the PIV equation is necessary, in this study,

it is assumed that exchange coe用cient is proportional to the ratio of the L(GL)/A･ The

followlng method is adopted:

km(PIV, -

RiRgi主祭まkpIV
(3･6,

where the Ri is the improved coef6cient associated with the promotion effect of upstream

longitudinal block to the driving gyre, the RiL(GL)/A is the ratio of affecting area by

血iving 菖yre, wbicb need be area calculation when it is used in other type case, and the

value of Ri is l･23 for the case with an upstreamlongitudinal block and 1 for the case

without longitudinal block or with a downstream longitudinal block in this study･, the R9i

is the reduction coe用cient associatedwith the gyre number j in the inner zone, and the
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value is 1 for the case withtwo or less gyresand 0.69 forthe case (as CASE RE33) with

three gyres in the inner zone in this study･ The value of O･69 is determined bythe ratio

of the area of two main gyres tothe area of inner zone. It's noticedthatthe gyre number

in the inner zone is different fromthe gyre number inthe groynefield for severalcases

as CASE RE34 and CASE RE35 due totheir driving gyre is located inthe outside area

of groyne. According to･the modification,the comparisons of exchange coefncient are

presented onthe Fig. 3.20, and the correlation coefacient between the values of DCM

and PIV is 0.99 forthe group RE2and 0.97 forthe group RE3, showingthe compatibility

of the equation (4) tothe cases inthis study. Fig. 3.21 showsthe temporalvariation

of dye concentrationand the resident time T,. Generally,the exchange process becomes

slower with increased block length. Underthe same longitudinalblocklengthcc･ndition,

the cases witha downstreamlongitudinalblock display lower exchange ability,Whenthe

longitudinalblock is placed in the upstream,the residenttime inthe caseswithshort block

length(CASE RE21, RE22) is close to it in the case without longitudinalblock(CASE

REl)A For the exchange coefficient shownin Fig. 3,20,the cases withshort longitudinal

block (CASE RE21, RE22) inthe upstream present higher exchange ability thanthe case

without longitudinalblock,to further clarifythe effect of short longitudinalblock placed

inthe upstreamonthe enhancement of interchange mechanism.

Figure 3･18: Exchange coefficient obtained by DCMand PIV method under emerged con-

dition(a:effects of the lengthof upstreamlongitudinalblock; b: effects of the length of

longitudinaldownstreamblock)
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Figure 3119: Excllange COefficient obtained
by modified DCM and PIV method under

emerged condition(a: effects of the lengthof upstream longitudinalblock; b: effects of

血e length of longitudinal downstream block)

Figure 3120: Exchange coefficient obtained by modified DCMand modified PIV method

under emerged condition(a: effects of the lengthof upstream longitudinalblock; b: effects

of the lengthof longitudinaldownstream block)
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Figure 3121 : Temporalvariation of dye concentration under emerged condition(a: effects

of the lengthof upstreamlongitudinalblock; b: effects of the lengthof longitudlnaldown-

stream block)
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3.2.5 Bed shear stress

From the available infbmation in previous researches, the distribution of bed shear stress

affected by the HV system determines the formation and evolution of scour around the box

groyne･ The followlng equation is conducted to calculate the bed shear stress in the open

channel:

･b -

PCf(u冨+vb2)

Tax
-

PCfub

7-by -

PCfVb uZ+ vb2 (3･9)

where Cf is generalized Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, which is equal to the Darcy-

Weisbach friction factor f divided by 8･ The dimensionless bed shear stress Tb/To
is in-

troduced to illustrate the distribution of bed shear stress here. The To is the bed shear

stress in the coming 凸ow, which is calculated by the mean bulk velocity um and the mean

generalized Darcy-Weisbach friction factor Cfm :

7To -

PCfmum

Tb Cf ub2+vb2

To Cfm
uaL

Tax Cf ub

71o Cfm
u髭

Thy Cf

hence,

71o Cfm
uaL

In the far upstream of groyne area, vb
- 0 and Tbx - To, then

･-管-(芸)2
The Ub/Um is roughly evaluated from the log law distribution for smooth bed:

ub 圭1n警+5･5
um 去1n繁一意+5･5

(3.10)

(3.ll)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

where zb lS the measured height･ The α is obtained as O･781 for emerged condition･ Fig･

3･22 shows the contours of dimensionless time-averaged bed shear stress. The bed shear

stress increases steeply from the tip of spur dike and reach the maximum value between
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the two groynes in the main channel. Due to tbe血easurement limitation, the descrlption

showlng the effect of the HV system on the bed shear stress is lacking ln the results, which

leads the lower value of bed shear stress around the tlp Of groyne. When the longitudinal

block is set, the maximum value zone moves to the groyne side with the smaller value･ In

some cases without longitudinal block or with short longitudinal block (CASE REl, RE21,

RE22, RE23, RE31, RE32, RE33), there is the high bed shear stress related to strong input

vortex structure in the front area of the second groyne (CASE REl and Group RE2 ) or

the tip of the longitudinal block (Croup RES)･ It supports the sediment entering the groyne

zone at the bed even the scourlng ln血s position. The shape of this zone with bigb value

skews to the upstream side for CASE REl, RE31, RE32 and RE33, while it distributes

along the wall of second groyne for CASE RE21, RE22 and RE23. These phenomena

determine the sediment distribution in the inner zone of box groyne, which will be detailed

described in the section about the experimental results of movable bed.
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emerged conditioll
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3.3 Effects of the spaclng Ofbox groyne
●

55

Beside the spacing 18cm (S/GL=2), the other two kinds of spacing as 12cm (S/GL=1･33)

and 24cm (S/GL=2.67) are introduced to explore the effect of different spacing of groyne

on theflowfield around the box groyne･ The length of longitudinal block taken as O･5

ratio of spaclng is 6cm and 12 cm fわr 12cm spaclng and 24 cm spaclng reSpeCtively･ The

followlng table glVeS the case name:

Table 3.l: The name of the case with other spaclngS under emerged condition

Spaci喝

(Gm )

Bl"k PositiotL

none TIPStram doⅧtreaLm

12 REl-12 RE23-12 RE33-12

24 RE l-24
RE23

-24
RE3 3

-24

3.3.1 Mean velocity in the inner zone of box groyne

Fig. 3.23(a) shows the comparisons of mean velocity inthe inner zone of box groyne Uig

under different spaclng ratio･ As adding the spacing Of box groyne, the meanvelocity ln the

inner zone increases with decreaslng Slope whether there is longitudinal block or not･ The

effect of longitudinal block on the mean velocity in the inner zone for different spaclng lS

shown in Fig. 3.23(b).With the spacing increasing, the reduction becomes larger when the

longitudinal block is set in the upstream side of entrance, while it becomes smaller when

the longitudinal block is set in the downstream side of entrance･ It is induced by the energy

diffusion in the mixlng layer as golng downstream･

3.3.2 FIow structures

Flow pattern around the groyne area

Fig･ 3･24 shows the time-averaged velocity vectors for the cases with 12cm and 24cm

spaclng On the horizontal plane･ Fig･ 3･25 and Fig･ 3･26 show the time-averaged velocity

contour fb∫ the cases with 12cm (S/GL=1.33), 18cm (S/GL=2) and 24cm (S/GL=2･67)

spacing On the horizontal plane of z/GH=0･09･
Compared with the time-averaged velocity
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Figure 3.23: Comparisons of mean velocity inthe inner zone of emerged box groyne Ui9

under different spacing ratio

forthe case with 18cm spacing, 1t is clear that the gyre system and in the groynefield is

largely changed bythe different spacing Of box groyne.

a)
Spacing=12em For the case without the longitudinal block (CASE REl112), two-

parallel-gyre system is generated like the driving gyre is expelled tothe entrance areaalong

withthe enlarged secondary gyre, andthe center of driving gyre locates in the outside

of box groyne･ Loweringthe spaclng Of box groyne makesthe vortex structure develop

insufficiently when it getsthe downstream of entrance. Less vortex structure enters in

the inner zone when the second groyne places around the top of the arc cuⅣe of mixll】g

layer. These two reasons makethe smaller value of velocity inthe downstream of entrance･

Whenthe longitudinalblock is set inthe upstreamside of entrance (CASE RE23112), the

large coherent structure directly generates a gyre at the entrance, meanwhile pushes part of

energy to the inside alongthe wall of second groyne to be other gyres inthe inner zone,

and it creates two Byres with the same direction of rotation.Whenthe longitudinalblock is

set inthe downstream side of entrance (CASE RE33-12), the driving Byre l?cates outside

areas as the case with long longitudinalblockunderthe condition of 18cm spaclng. The

setting Ofthe longitudinalblock makes the area of the highest longitudinalvelocity move

to the opposite of the box groyme, which is different withthe case with18cm spaclng･

b) Spacing=24cm For the case withoutthe longitudiLlal block (CASE REl-24),the two-

gyTe System like in CASE REト18 stillexists but wi血a larger secondaⅣ gyre. Wben血e

longitudinalblock is set in the upstream side of entrance (CASE RE23-24),the secondary
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Figure 3.24:Time-averaged velocity vectors onthe horizontal plane (冗-y)near themiddle

of water depth(z/GH=0.44) for the cases withdifferent spacings under emerged condition

gyre enlarges.Whenthe longitudinalblock is set inthe downstream side of entrance (CASE

RE33-24), thethree-Byre system generates. ne longermixing layer between two groynes

promotes more mass exchanges between the inner zoneand the main channel,and then

increasesthe meanvelocity inthe inner zone･ The vortex structure withsufRcient develop-

ment Elves much water with high energy tothe inner zone &omthe downstream of entrance,

causingthe higher velocitydistribution inthe transverse directionthanthe cases with1 8cm

spacing, as shown in Fig. 3･26(b) (c)IThe setting of the longitudinalblockmakesthe area

of the highestlongitudinalvelocitymovetothe box groyne, which isthe same asthe case

with1 8cm spaclng･ It is noticedthat, there are many similarities betweenthe emerged case
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with1 8cm spacing (S/GL=2)and 24cm spacing (S/GL=2･67).

c)
The caseswith the same entrance There isthe same entrance in 12cm widthand

position in the CASE REl-12, RE32-18and RE33-24, which show the simi1ar且ow pattem

inthe groyne zone withthe entrance width. The same phenomenon about the丑ow inthe

downstream side of entrance deflecting tothe upstreamside meansthe longitudinalblock

inthe downstreamside is notthe only reason forthis phenomenon,andthe entrance width

also is the important even key parameter affectingtheflow direction. It is becausethat

the developlng large coherent structure is divided by the second block orthe tip of the

longitudinalblockinto two parts when it develops as the shape like the of large coherent

structureinthe second image (t=0.4s)fromthe image of dye distribution at various times

for CASE REl (without longitudinalblock, 18cm
spacing)

in Fig. 3.14. And only small

part enterintothe inner zone withrelatively small sizeand be easily de8ectedthe direction

by the groyne or block as shown inthe images of Fig. 3.27.

t-0.Os I-0.4s I-0.8s

Figure 3 27:lmages of dye distribution at various times (CASE RE32- I8)

Velocity distriblltion in the main stream

The transverse distribution of longitudinalvelocity in the sections offirst groyne, middle of

box groyne and second groyme is shown in Fig･ 3･281 Inthe section offirst groyne, different

spacing and the a汀angement Of longitudinalvelocityhardlyaffect the longitudinalvelocity

nearthemiddle of main stream･ In the section ofmiddle of box groyne with 18cmand 24cm

spacing,the setting of longitudinalblockmakesthe area of highlongitudinalvelocitymove

close tothe box groyne as mentioned inthe above section. While the longitudinalblock

makes the area of highlongitudinalvelocltymove tothe opposite of the box groyne with
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12cm spaclng･ The sharp払11 inthe mass transport to the inner zone of box groyne forthe

case with12cm spacing causes the highervelocityof main stream inthe section of second

grOyne･
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Figure 3･28: Transverse distribution of longitudinalvelocity (U) onthe horizontalplane

(x-y) of z/GH=0.09 for the cases with different spacings under emerged condition

3.3.3 Tllrbulent characteristic

Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.30 showthe contour of dimensionless time-averaged turbulence inten-

sityforthe cases with12cm (S/GL=1.33), 18cm (S/GL=2) and 24cm (S/GL=2.67) spacing

on the horizontal plane of z/GH=0.09. Regardless of the different spacing,the downstream

longitudinalblock has the effect of reducing the turbulence on the area around the tip of

Arst groyne･Asshown in Fig. 3 30,the distribution of turbulence intensityinthe transverse

direction showsthe transverse turbulence is surrunoned bythe tip of longitudinalblock,and

it bene丘tsthe mass exchange inthe interface of box groyne.
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a) Spacing=12cm Compared with other cases with the same ratio of longitudinal block,

there is still higher turbulence intenslty in longitudinal direction distributed in the down-

stream of mixlng layer as shown in Fig. 3.29, which presents that the less mass exchange

in the interface of box groyne with 12cm spaclng reduces the energy dissipation in the

groyne section of mixlng layer･ Weaker turbulence intenslty in the transverse direction is

distributed in the downstream of entrance shown in Fig. 3.30.

The area of bigb turbulence intenslty ln the main stream becomes wider and stronger

when the upstream longitudinal block is set, as the phenomenon in the case with 18cm

spacing explained in the section 3.2.2. Due to the narrow entrance, few vortex structures

are pushed to the inner zone under the condition of the downstream longitudinal block.

b) Spacing=24cm Compared with the cases with the same ratio of longitudinal block

under 18cm spaclng, the inflow in the downstream side of entrance has weaker turbulent

motion both in two directions. In the section of 3.3.1, itis known that the higher transverse

veloclty lS presented in this place. What causes these two contrary phenomena is that,

although sufaciently developed large coherent structure transports amount of water to the

inner zone血･om the downstream side of entrance, the intensity of vortex stmcture is reduced

by the energy diffusion in the longmixlng layer.

As a longitudinal block is set in the upstream side, the area of high turbulence intensity

in the main channel is closer to the box. groyne. As a longitudinal block is set in the

downstream side, there is a smaller area of transverse turbulence intensity around the tlp Of

丘rstgroyne.

c) The cases with the same entrance The discussions are between the CASE REl-12,

CASE RE32-18 and CASE RE33-24 in the Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.30. As the similar 且ow

patternbetween these cases, there is a similar patternin the distribution of time-averaged

turbulence intensity supportlng the descriptlOnS about the case with the same entrance in the

section 3.3.1. But the intensity of the CASE RE32-18 and CASE RE33-24 is stronger and

larger distributes in the inner zone than the condition in CASE REl-12, which is induced

bythe effect of the longitudinal block. The smaller longitudinal turbulencearound the tip

of丘rst groyne is presented in the CASE RE32-18 because of its larger adverse longitudinal

velocity here as shown in Fig. 3.25,
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3.3.4 Exchange processes

The modified method described in the section 3.2.3 is conducted to modifythe original

exchange coefhcient obtained by PIV in the cases withdifferent spacing,andthe results

are shown inthe Fig･ 313 1
･In

particular,the detemination of driving gyre for CASE RE231

12 is dimcult due to its specialgyre system described inthe section 3･3･ l･2, hence･ the ratio

of affecting area by driving gyre lS Picked asthe twotimes of the ratio of affecting area by

the first driving gyre. The case without the longitudinalblockhasthe strongest exchange

ability, whilethe casewiththe downstreamlongitudinalblock has the weakest･ h general･

the exchange coefAcient inthe case with18cm spacing (S/GL=2) is highest･

Figure 313 1 : ModiBed exchange coefncient obtained by PIV data for emerged boxgroyne

under different spaclngS

3･4 The box groy71ewith piles group iJ)front of the first groyne

The large scour hole aroundthe tip of丘rst groyne isalways a serious problem inthe groyne

englneerlng for its damage tothe root of hrst groyne･ There are many efforts on avoiding

this problem･ Settingthe diversion groyne in front ofthefirst groyne is able to reduce

the velocity of coming flow to controlthe formation of HV systemand transverse velocity

aroundthetip of丘rst groyne･ Modifyingthe structuralstyle of groyne to benefit its safety

also makes a good effect inthe practice･ This study introducesthe pile intothe protection

of groyne･ The pile group IS arranged in front of arst groyne, as shown in Fig･ 3･321

Tbe time-averaged velocityvectorsand contours on horizontal plane are shown in Fill

3･33･ The piles redistribute theflow鮎1d in front ofthe丘rst groyme and unifomthe outflow･

The velocity gradient around the tip of hrst groyne slows down obviously･ The lower
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Figure 3.32: Arrangement of pile group in front offirst groyne

turbulence intensity around the tip of丘rst groyne showed in血e Fig･ 3･34, presents血at the

formation of HV structureand shedding vortex structure are controlled successfully, which

benefits the reduction of the scour hole around the tip of丘rst groyne. And widemixlng

layer around the pile group andthe tip offirst groyne means more dissipation of energy

conducted here. These two phenomena bringthe smaller value of turbulence intensity

tothe downstreamofmixlng layer, which is related to the energy transport to the inner

zone of box groyne. Hence, asthe observation from the Fig, 3.33, the gyre structurein

血e inner zone of groyne sbows血e simllar shape wi也也e case w血out也e pile group,

but weaker intensity as reducing about 60% mean velocityin the inner zone of groyne.

The weak vortex structure has not the abilityof deep entering the inner zone makes the

area of maximum longitudinalvelocity away fromthe inside wall. The value of exchange

coefncient obtained by PIV is about 0.035, almost 40% of the value in the case without

the pile group･ In the experiment of bed load, the maximum scour depthis largely reduced

compared withthe case withoutthe pile group. In general,the arrangement of pile group

in front of the first groyne has great advantages inthe protection of groyneand providing

the suitable environment for aquatic life･

3.5 Stlmmary

The results of the characteristics offlow structure, turbulence and mass exchange around

也e emerged box groyne studied by laboratory experiment are presented in血s chapter.

They emerged box groynes with various spaclngand different longitudinalblocks in length

and position are comparedandanalyzed about their effects on the flow characteristics under

the same flow condition･ The setting of longitudinal block is able to lower the velocity ln
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the inner zone and create a dead water zone, and also benefit the reduction of scour around

the tip of丘rst groyne･ The abundant configuration of emerged box groyne is able to realize

the application for different demanding lnriver restoration･

Flow pattem changes greatly when varyingthe placement and lengthof longitudinal
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block. The settlng Of the longitudinal block makes the area of high longitudinal veloc-

1ty ln the main stream to move closer to the groyne zone comparlng With that in the case

without the longitudinal block･ It also reduces the area of vertical velocity around the tlp

offirst groyne, which benefits the reduction of scourlng. The longitudinal block placed

in the upstream side of entrance causes weaker drivlng 菖yre, Smaller mean veloclty in the

inner zone and stronger veloclty月.uctuation with longer length and enhances the turbu-

lence motion. As the length of longitudinal block increases from 3cm (CACE RE21) to

6cm (CASE RE22), the area with high turbulence in main stream enlargers, but turbulent

motion inside the box groyne weakens.When the length keeps increaslng, the area with

high turbulence in main stream reduces but is stilllarger than the area in the case without

the longitudinal block. Setting the longitudinal block in the downstream side of entrance

promotes the development of secondary gyre greatly, meanwhile, the driving 菖yre moves

toward the outside with reduced dominated area when the block tums longer, and itreduces

mean veloclty and turbulence inside the box groyne･ Generally, the settlng Of longitudinal

block has the effect of enhanclng the veloclty lntenSlty at the entrance by narrowlng the

entrance. The upstream settlng Of longitudinal block essentially promotes the development

of vortex by reduclng the energy diffusion with the fluid from the inner zone of box groyne

in the upstream of mixlng layer, so as to benefit the mass and momentum exchange around

the entrance by increasing the turbulentflow in the downstream side of entrance･ Mean-

while, the existence of the longitudinal block reduces the size of the interface between the

box groyne and the main stream to weak the exchange process at the entrance･

Narrow or widen the spaclng Of box groyne also lead to the change offlow structure

and mass transport between the box groyne and main channel. As adding the spaclng Of

box groyne, the mean veloclty ln the inner zone increases with decreaslng Slope whether

there is longitudinal block or not. With the spaclng lnCreaSlng, the reduction becomes

larger when the longitudinal block is set in the upstream side of entrance, while itbecomes

smaller when the longitudinal block is set in the downstream side of entrance. The case

without the longitudinal block has the strongest exchange ability, while the case with the

downstream longitudinal block has the weakest. And the he exchange coefacient in the

case with 18cm spacing (S/GL=2) is highest. In particular, for the case without the longitu-

dinal block under 12cm spacing (S/GL=1.33) (CASE REl-12), two-parallel-菖yre system is

generated like the drivlng gyre locates the entrance area along with the parallel secondary
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gyre. Lowerlng the spacing Of box groyne makes the vortex structure develop lnSufnciently

when it gets the downstream of entrance. Hence, less vortex structures enter in the inner

zone when the second groyne places around the top of the arc curve of mixlng layer･ But

when the spaclng is long, although sufaciently developed large coherent structure delivers

the amount of water to the inner zone from the downstream side of entrance, the intenslty

of vortex structure is reduced by the energy diffusion inthe longmixlng layer. In general,

thetheory about the effect of different lengths and positions of the longitudinal block on

the flow characteristics works when the spaclng Of box groyne is equal to or larger than 2

times of groyne length wi血out oversize.

Thereare two useful methods evaluatlng the exchange ability of box groyne, which

are based on PIV and DCM respectively. But they stillhave some weaknesses to make

an overall evaluation for the box groyne in this study. Hence the estimation equations of

water exchange coefBcient obtained by PIV and DCM methods are modi丘ed to suitable

for the box groyne with a several gyres system and arc shape ofmixlng layer respectively,

and has fairly good applicability. According to the results obtained by modified method, it

can get some'findings about the exchange ability of the whole box groyne. Gen?rally, with

block length increaslng, the exchange process becomes slower･ Under the same longltu-

dinal block length condition, the cases with downstream longitudinal block display lower

exchange ability. The cases with short long血dinal block (RE21, RE22) in the upstream

present higher exchange ability than the case without longitudinal block, to further clarify

the effect of short block placed in the upstream side on the enhancement of interchange

mechanism.





Chapter 4

Flow Characteristics of Submerged Box Groyne in the Fixed Bed

4.1 Introduction

The occurrence offlooding usually causes the box groyne to become submerged･ The

mass and momentum exchanged with the overtopplng now make a slgnificant change to

the circulation且ow pattem and the mechanism of water entrainment from the main stream

in the groyne zone･ In this chapter, the laboratory experimentsare used to investlgate

the three-dimensionalflow丘eld with instantaneous and time-averaged veloclty around the

submerged box groyne, and the mass exchange processes between the inner zone of the

submerged box groyne and the main stream. The measurement technology of Particle

Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to explore the three-dimensionalflowfield and mass

exchange process by analyzing the flow vectors･

Theflow structures inside the submerged box groyne are associated withtwomix-

ing layers. One is the verticalmixing layer (VML) on the lateral plane of box groyne as

emerged condition, and the other is the horizontalmixing layer (HML) on the roof plane of

box groyne. The combined actions of these twomixlng effects contribute to generate com-

plicate three-dimensionalflow structure around the groyne area, which is totally different

from the now field under the emerged condition･ On the horizontal plane, the vertical mix-

ing layer (VML) on the lateral side is sensitive to the longitudinal block set in the lateral

entrance, which brings large change to the horizontalflow pattem in the inner zone･ The ef-

fects of longitudinal block on the verticalmixing layer (VML) under the emerged condition

are presented in the last chapter･ Will these effects be enhanced, weakened or completely

changed under the submerged condition? Some new effects even may be found･ How about

the horizontal mixing layer (HML) on the roof plane, is italso easily affected by the place-

ment and length of the setting longitudinal block? This chapter will give the answers to

these questions･ In this chapter, the effects of the placement and length of the longitudinal

b-ock and the spaclng Of box groyne on the three-dimensional now held of submerged box

groyne are studied･
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The Time-averaged flow velocityindicates different flow types inthe box groyne area

along withthe placement and the lengthof a longitudinalblock･ To explorethe inner

characteristics offlow structures around a box groyne, the turbulence intenslty lS aPPlied･

Besidethat,the mass exchange coefacient reveals characteristic of the water exchange

process betweenthe inner zone of the box groyneand the main stream･ In particular, local

scour around the box groyne isalwaysthe important research topic intheriver englneenng,

hence･ a detailed description of the bed shearstress distribution inthe groyne丘eld region

is conducted.

4･2 Effects of the positioll and length of longitudinal block

Inthis section,the spacing of box groyne is set as S/GL=2 (S=18cm),andthe arrangement

of longitudinalblock is shown in Table 2.2.

4･2･1 Mean velocity in the inTLer zone Of box groyne

The longitudinalblock preventsthe main stream delivering energy tothe inner zone of box

groyne inthe lateral interface, so as to induce the large difference in velocitydistribution.

Fig･ 4･1 shows the comparison of the meanveloclty inthe inner zone Uig'Which is obtained

by averagingthe all time-averaged velocityinthe inner zone of box groyne.And the mean

veloclty inthe inner zone of emerged box groyne isalso presented for comparison.

Figure 4･l: Comparison
ofmeanvelocityinthe

inner zone of box groyne foral1 layers

Inthe lateralinterface, because the longitudinalblock preventsthe main stream deliver-

ing energy tOthe inner zone of box groyne, there are existlng large differences of velocity
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intenslty in the groyne zone for the emerged cases with various block length, as the de-

scrlPt10n in section 3･2･1･ For the submerged cases, the longitudinal block stillobstructs

the mass exchange via the lateral interface, but a great quantlty Of water delivered by hor-

izontalmixing layer (HML) injectsinto the groyne zone to activate its mean velocity･ The

mean velocity in the cases with an upstream longitudinal block (Group RS2) is lower than

the case without the longitudinal block (CASE RSl), and血nimum value appears in the

case with the 0.33S block leng也(CASE RS22). The most cases with a downstream longi-

tudinal block (Group RS3) show bigber velocity intensity than CASE RS 1, and the value of

mean velocity increases with the longer block length･ Compared with the cases under the

emerged condition, the cases without the longitudinal block or with a short length of the

upstream longitudinal block (CASE RSl, RS21 and RS22) show weaker vitality of water

inside the box groyne, and it means the effect of the verticalmixing layer (VML) becomes

weak when the box groyne is submerged･ Under the submerged condition, the mean ve-

loclty ln the cases with longitudinal block is approaching the value of the case without

longitudinal block･ These two phenomena reveal the fact that the horizontalmixlng effect

contributes more extensively to the water lnpntS under the submerged condition･

Three-dimensional characteristic is the notable feature for the submerged box groyne,

and it provides the触id partic一e various paths to enter and exit the groyne zone･ In this

study, the coe伍cient Ft in the following lS introduced to describe the three-dimensionality

offlow by estimating the impact of vertical velocity on the total veloclty:

F(-
uuvw-uuv Ju20-

---------一‥=-===--=========二=_
:

ト
=i･････

uuv w JuO
(4.1)

where U is the time-averaged longitudinal veloclty; V is the time-averaged transverse ve-

locity; 〟 is the time-averaged vertical veloclty･ The characteristics in the three-dimensionalj

shown in Fig･ 4･2 present the arrangement of longitudinal block improves the degree

of three-dimensionality･ Furthermore, the three-dimensiona川ow is de畠山ely enhanced

by the longer block when the length of block is not longer than 0.5S･ When the block

excesses o.5S, the increase of block length is almost not helpful to the further enhance-

ment in the cases with an upstream longitudinal block (Group RS2), and lowers the tbree-

dimensionality in the cases with a downstream longitudinal block (Group RS3)･ Due to the

high three- dimensionalityanong their group, the cases with O･5S length of block (RS23

and RS33) are selected as typical cases for some discussions in the following･
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Figure 4･2: Comparison of three-dimensionality inthe inner zone of submerged box groyne

4.2.2 Flow sl.ructtwes

Due to the longitudinalblock directs to the inside of box groyne, the difference between

each case inthe upstreamand downstreamreglOnS Of groyne is inconspicuous COInPared to

that inthe box groynefield･Asa result, this study focuses on the finite sectionwith about

5 cm of upstreamand downstreamfromthe groyne･

The effect of position of longitudinalblock

Thethree-dimensionalstreamiines and time-averaged velocityvectors Uuv and Uuw onthe

horizontal(x-y)and vertical (XIZ) plane respectively are shown in Fig. 4.r4.7, serving to

describethethree-dimensional8ow
around the box groynes withlongitudinal block set in

different
position･ The cases with 0.5S lengthof block (RS23and RS33) are selected as

typICalcases inthis discussion.

In the upstream of lirst groyne,the incomlngfluid reachedthe groyne wall is divided

intothree parts because of the adverse pressure gradients induced by the Brst groyne, as

shown in Fig1 4･3andthe velocity vectors onthe transverse section (y-z)ofFig. 4.6(a).The

incoming fluid betweenthe left wall andthe verticalplane of y/GL
Rj 0,44鮎ws toward

the left wal1and most of it且ows over the crest of丘rst groyne･ The incoming flow between

the verticalplanes ofy/GL
F3 0･44 and y/GL=1 is split intothe upAowand doふn丘owfrom

the line
ofz/GH

Rj O･70. On the plane close tothe bottom (z=5mm, z/GH=0.ll) andthe

plane close to the left wall (y=5mm, y/GL=0･06), the fluid in the upstream of丘rst groyne

flows back tothe upstream, to generatethe secondary gyre at the corner nearthe junction

betweenthe groyneand the bottom (as shown in y=45mm of Fig. 4.3 (b))andthe left

wall (as shown in z=20mm of Fig1 4･3 (a))respectively. Because the head of longitudinal
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block directs to the inside of box groyne, the flow structures in the upstream side are similar

among the different cases.

The vortex structures detached from the top and side of the first groyne wall predomi-

nate the two mixing layer (HML and VML) respectively. They enter the box groyne zone

from various entrances, and the mergence or collision of these two kinds of vortex struc-

ture from different sources complicate the three-dimensionalflow in the groyne zone･ Fig･

4･3(b) shows that the amount of触ids fed by the horizontal mixing layer (HML) enter in

front of the second groyne and generate the 一arge recirculation flow in the groyne zone. A

weak gyre is observed at the corner between the丘rst groyne and the bottom inside the box

groyne. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a),on the 冗-yplane close to the bottom (z=5mm, z/GH=0.1 1),

the fluid velocity is highly accelerated by the shrink of channel accompanied with the in-

tensemixlng effect, tO feed great of momentum and mass to the groyne zone. When the

plane level is elevated to the middle (z=20m, z/GH=0.44) and the top (z/GH=1) of the

groyne height, the acceleration is rednced to induce the shape defわrmation of the vertical

mixing layer (VML) and the weakening of the vortex development. With the elevation of

plane level, thearc-shape of the vertical mixing layer (VML) becomes flat and close to the

lateral entrance; meanwhile the inflow of the lateral entrance is weakened even to be zero

on the top plane of the box groyne. From the tb∫ee-dimensional streamlines and velocity

vectors of the case without the long血dinal block (CASE RS 1),the circulation且ow pattern

inside the box groyne without the block is visualized. The water in the vertical mixlng layer

(VML)Rows down as going downstream and it's prone to enter into the inner zone from

the low level of the downstream side of entrance. When itreaches the le氏wall of channel,

small part of it climbs along the wall and月-ows out due to the adverse pressure of wall･

Most of it generates the horizontal 菖yre with the water丘om the horizontal mixlng layer

(HML) on the roof of box groyne. The gyre spirals upward toward the roof by combined

with the vertical gyre. Its core changes丘om being parallel to being perpendicular with the

bottom as the height grows. The original water from the verticalmixing layer (VML)flows

out the box groyne from the lateral and roof boundaryfinally.

Because the upstream longitudinal block de丘nitely promotes the development of vor-

tex structure in the vertical mixing layer (VML) as described in the last chapter,也e nega-

tive transverse velocity (inflow)at the lateral entrance is gained in the case with upstream

longitudinalb一ock (CASE RS23). And the shearflowwith large longitudinalvelocity is
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observed instead of the recirculationflow at the lateral entrance for CASE RS23. The right

groyne zone shielded by the downstream longitudinal block in the CASE RS33 once was

the dead water zone in the emerged case, but shows the high reverse velocity in long血di-

nal direction now, as shown in Fig. 4.5. It indicates that the high velocity distribution near

the bottom plane in the groyne zone is also largely contributed by the in且ow from the roof

entrance associated with the horizontal mixing layer (HML). This phenomenon also is the

maximum difference from the emerged case on the plane near the bottom. The patterns of

the velocity distribution of the case without longitudinal block (CASE RS 1) and case with

downstream longitudinal block (CASE RS33) are similaron the z/GH=1 plane. It presents

the fact that the effect of the downstream longitudinalblockon the upper now is 一imited.

Asdescribed above, for the cases without longitudinal block (CASE RSl) and case

with upstream longitudinal block (CASE RS23), some intense 8･uids fed by the vertical

mixing layer (VML) enter the groyne zone along the junctionbetween the bottom and the

upstream wall of second groyne. Then it causes the strong up flow and even outflow when

they reach the left wall of channel, and this phenomenon is pa血cularly enhanced in the

case with an upstream longitudinal block (as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b))･On the x-z plane near

the tip of groyne, shown in Fig. 4.4 (b),the positive vertical velocity along the upstream

wall of second groyne is obviously observed in the CASE RS23. This is because the shear

且ow with large longitudinal velocity around the lateral entrance (shown in Fig･ 4･4 (a))

forms the up flow along the wall when it reaches the second groyne･ It also can explain the

phenomenon about the relatively small negative vertical velocity along the second groyne

in the middle section in the CASE RS23. The high value of vertical velocity ln the case

with downstream longitudinal block (CASE R33) shows the pro血nent ability of attracting

the inflow from the roof interface and promoting the water vitality in the groyne zone (as

shown in Fig. 4.5(b) and 4.7(b)).
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The effect of length of longitudinal block

Fig. 4･8-4･ 16 shows the contour of time-averaged velocity on the horizontal plane (A-y)of

z/GH=0.44 and the vertical plane (Ⅹ-z)of y/GL=0･5･

(a)GROUP RS2 As shown in Fig･ 4･9~4･12, the longer length of the upstream longitudi-

nalblock causes the change of now pattern around the box groyne･ On the horizonta一 plane

of z/GH=0.4,也e area with high value of longitudinal veloclty in the inner zone becomes

smaller as也e longitudinal block gettlng longer, and it is as same as the emerged condi-

tion. But this area still keeps
high value of longitudinal velocity with large range when

the length bf longitudinal block is 15cm (GL/S=0･83), while that of emerged cases is very

small･ And it provides more evidence about the conclusion that the且ow near the bottom

is largely contributed by the inflow from the roof entrance･ The range of the shielding area

with back且ow enlarges with the increaslng longitudinal block under the emerged condi-

tion, but itkeeps range and intenslty Wbetber the length of block changes in the submerged

cases. In front of the second groyne, the area and intensity of the negative transverse ve-

locity are enhanced with increaslng length of block, wbicb is relative to the promotion of

vortex structure in血ced by the upstream longitudinal block･ But when the entrance is very

small (CASE RS25), the value of it steeply falls･

on the vertical plane of y/GL=0･5, the area with bigb value of longitudinal veloclty
ln

the inner zone locates in low level. And as the length of the upstream longitudinal block

increased, its range and intensity lS reduced atfirstly and enhanced when the length is very

long, but it is stillweaker than the case without the longitudinal block (CASE RSl). The

characteristic of negative vertical velocity in front of the second groyne also presents the

similar situation as the longitudinal veloclty･ The difference is that the weakest case for the

distribution of longitudinal velocity is CASE RS23 (BL/S-0･5), while if for the distribution

of vertical velocity is CASE RS22 (BL/S=0･ 33)･
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Figure 4･9: Contours of dimensionless time-averaged longitudinalvelocityU onthe
hor-

izontalplane(i-y)of z/GH=0･44
for the group withupstream

longitudinalblock (Group

RS2)

Figure 4110: Contours of
dimensionless time-averaged wansverse velocity V onthe hor-

izontalplane (i-y)of z/GH=0･44 forthe group withupstream longitudinalblock(Group

RS2)
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(b)GROUP RS3 Asshown in Fig･ 4･1r4116･the longer lengthofthe downstreamlon-

gitudinalblock also bringsthe different flow pattern tothe box groyne･ Onthe horizontal

plane of z/GH=0･4･the area with high value of longitudinalvelocity inthe inner zone lo-

cates nearthe inside wall of box groyne, showing totally different distribution Withthe

emerged casesI And it is enhanced compared withthe case without longitudinalblock･ The

distribution of high longitudinalvelocityinthe inner zone moves close the second groyne.

Asthe lengthof longitudinalblock increased,the transverse velocity in the entrance be-

come weak also meansthe reduction of mass exchange in the lateral boundary･

onthe verticalplane of y/GL-0.5,the area withhlghvalue of longitudinalveloclty

inthe inner zone enlarges Whenthe
longitudinal block is long･ Butthe distribution of

longitudinalvelocitylS not aS Sensitive tothe change of block length asthe cases with

upstream longitudinal. The distribution of negative･ vertical velocity
in front of the sec-

ond groyne
is enhanced withthe increaslng length of longitudinalblock･andthe rate of

improvement is
slightwhenthe

block is long. It is noticed that･there isthe similar distri-

bution of time-averaged velocity Onthe vertical plane of y/GL=0･5 betweenthe cases with

15cm longitudinalblock(CASE RS25 and RS35)･
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Figure 4･ 13 : Contours of dimensionless time-averaged longitudinalvelocityUonthe
hori-

zontalplane (x-y)of z/GH-0･44
forthe group withdownstream longitudinalblock(Group

RS3)
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Distribution of vertical velocity

Due tothe importance of three dimensionality offlow around box groyne,the distribution

of verticalveloclty lS Presented in detail inthis section･

Fig･ 4･17 showsthe distribution of time-averaged verticalvelocityon the different

horizontalplane forthe case without longitudinalblock (CASE RSl)I The intensityof

down且ow aroundthe tip offirst groyne reduces withthe increasing height･ which is differ-

entwith the distribution of emerged casesI And the distribution of down8ow in the main

streamis mainly distributedinthe downstreamsection of box groyne･ Sothere are two

zones withthe high negative value of vertical velocitydistributedinthe main zone onthe

plane of z/GH=0･44, induced bythe now aroundthe tip offirst groyneand overtopplng

flow respectively･Asthe height adds･ the strong downflow betweenthe two groynes moves

toward upstream sideand it getsthe maximumvalue whenthe heightcloses tothemiddle

of groyne height･ hsidethe box groyne,the upnow betweenthe tow groynes increases in

value and r占ducesin range asthe height adds･

contouroftime-avenged vertical velocity W on x-y plane
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Figure 4･ 17: Contours of dimensionlesstime-averaged verticalvelocity W onthe var10uS

horizontalplane (i-y) forthe case without longitudinalblock (CASE RS 1)

Fill 4118 showsthe distribution of time-averaged vertical velocity onthe horizontal
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plane of z/GL=0･44 for the cases with longitudinalblock･ Whenthe longitudinalblock set

in the upstream, the area withhigh value of negative vertical velocity inthe main stream

enlarges, and strong flow with positive vertical velocity appearsinfront of the long longl-

tudinal block (CASE RS24, RS25)･ Asthe length of longitudinal block adds,the maximum

value of negative vertical velocityin the main streamincreases, and gets highest whenthe

leng血of block is 6cm (BL/S=0･33),血en stillkeeps
bigh v血e around也e血ddle of box

groyne when the block length continues increase･ The up且ow distributed at血e corner

between the left wal1and second groyne has been described inthe last section,and
it be-

comes strongerand
larger distribution with the increase of longitudinalblock length beside

血e 15cm length (GUS=0･83)I

When the longitudinalblock set in the downstream, the area with high value of nega-

tive vertical velocity in themin stream becomes small as the lengthof longitudinal block

grows･ And strong flow with positive vertical velocity also appears in front of the longitudi-

nal block. The distribution of high value of negative vertical velocityin
front of the second

groyne enlarges and increases in value when the lengthof longitudinalblock is added･ And

it means the ability of attracting in且ow from the roof boundary is enhanced by the longer

block. It is noticed againthat, there is the similar distribution of vertical velocity in the

inner zone on the horizontal plane of z/GL=0･4 between the cases with 15cm longitudinal

block (CASE RS25 and RS35)･ The s血1arity of 且ow patte皿in the inner zone is because

the now inside the box groyne is almost contributed by the horizontalmixing layer (HML)

wben血e leng也of longitudinal block is long enougb･
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Distribution of velocity in the main stream

In the main stream, the longitudinal block stillhas a large impact on the flow structure･

The velocity in the low level of main stream is related to the sediment transpor=n the

main channel. The pro丘1es of time-averaged longitudinal velocity
distribution (U) on the

horizontal plane of z/G==1･22 in Fig･ 4･19 and on the vertical plane of y/GL=1･17
in Fig･

4.20 are used to clarify the effect of the arrangement of longitudinal block on the main

stream.

In the upstream of box groyne,the presence of block hardly affects the distribution

of longitudinal velocity･ The effect of upstream longitudinal block on the main stream is

obvious. On the plane of z/GH=1･22, the reduction of the longitudinal velocity induced

by the upstream longitudinal block is observed･ The reduction is delivered to the center of

main stream as golng downstream, and the velocity
deflection reaches maximum at the tlP

of block for the cases with short longitudinal block･ The maximum of veloclty de且ect for

the case with 15cm block length (CASE RS25) places in the upstream side of longitudinal

block. On the plane of y/GL=1
･ 17, the acceleration and the deceleration of the longitudinal

velocity lS Observed in different position respectively･
The acceleration moves from the

groyne beigbt level to the bottom plane as golng downstream･ Meanwhile the range of the

deceleration is enlarged
in the upper plane as golng downstream･ And these effectsare

enhanced with the longer length of longitudinal block･ From the above phenomena, it･can

be found that the upstream longitudinal block makes more water in the upper level beyond

the box groyne月ow transported to the low -evel of the main stream as golng downstream･

The effect of the downstream longitudinal block on the distribution of longitudinal velocity

on the z/GH=1.22 plane is weak･ But Fig･ 4･20(b) clearly shows the case with a short

length of longitudinal block (CASE RS3 1)has the effect on the acceleration offlow from

the low level to the bigb level as golng downstream･

4.2.3 ¶1rbulent characteristic

ln the mixlng layer, active interaction produces
large veloclty触ctuation

to induce high tur-

bulence; hence, the effects of the longitudinal block on the verticalmixlng Process directly

causes the distribution differences of turbulence･ But the change offlow structure inside

the box groyne affects the horizontal mlXlng layer; hence, the longitudinal block also has

an indirect effect on the horizontalmixlng PrOCeSS･ The turbulence distribution is related to
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Figure 4･ 19: Transverse distribution of time-averaged longitudinalvelocity (U) on the hor-

izontalplane of z/GH= 1
･22

underthe submerged condition

the generation and dissipation of vortex structure･ Turbulence characteristics in transverse

direction at the entrance betweenthe inner box groyneareaand main streampresent the

exchange ability of box groyne with也e extemal env血nment･

The time-averaged turbulence intenslty is denoted by inthe longitudinalcomponent u'･

the transverse component v′ and the verticalcomponent w/I The contours of dimensionless

time-averaged turbulence intensityonthe horizontalplane (x-y)of z/GH=O144and the ver-

tical plane (A-z)of y/GL=0･5 are shown in Fig･ 412r4123･ Foral1 cases, an area containing

strong turbulence is formed, indicatlng the general location ofmixlng layer･ Thisarea con-

ducts vlgOrOuS interaction betweenthe maln且owand the flow from the inner zone of box

groyne. compared withthe distribution of longitudinalturbulenceon the horizontalplane

in emerged case, the area withhighvalue of longitudinalturbulence in the mainstream re-

lated tothemixlng layer moves towardthe box groyne,and the arc shapeof area has larger
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curvaturethanthat
in emerged case･ It means the more vortex structure hasthe opportunity

to enter the inner zone of the submerged box groyne･
Underthe submerged condition･the

distribution and value of turbulence intensityinthe main stream has a great relationship

withthe mass exchange process inthe lateralsideand the distribution of downnow in the

main stream. The combined action of these two factors dominatesthe turbulence intensity

in the main stream.

Whenthe longitudinalblock is set in the upstream side,the maximum value of longl-

tudinalturbulence onthe horizontalplane is smallerthanthe case without the longitudinal

block. It is caused by the mixlng With the down flow from the top of upstream of longltu-

dinalblock (as shown in Fig･ 4･17 and 4･18)I Butthe area of high intensity expands tothe

downstreamasthe lengthof longitudinal block grows･ induced bythe less energy transport
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to the inner zone of box groyne from the lateral interface･ The intenslty Of transverse tur-

bulence in front of the second groyne is enhanced by the upstream longitudinal block･ And

it keeps the high value when the lateral entrance becomes smaller, which is different with

the emerged cases･ There are three main reasons for this phenomenon･
The丘rst one is the

smaller scale of large coherent stmcture makes it is possible to more enter the inner zone

by the narrow entrance･ The second reason is resistance to in且ow at the lateral entrance is

reduced because the roof entrance is a better choice for outflow･ On the vertical plane of

y/GL=0･5, the intenslty Of vertical加bulence
becomes strong when the upstream

longltu-

dinal block is set. The last one is mentioned above that the closer mixlng layer under the

submerged condition provides more possibility to vortex stmcture enter the inner zone･

when the longitudinal block is set in the downstream side, the maximum value of longl-

tudinal turbulence on the bodzontal plane is smaller than the case without the longitudinal

block. It is caused by themixlng With the outflow from the upstream of the lateral entrance

as shown in Fig･ 4･ 14･ As a result, when the length of the downstream longitudinal block is

short (CASE RS3 1 and RS32), the distribution of high intensity of long血dinal turbulence

becomes smaller with the increaslng length of longitudinal block, accompanied with the

strong transverse turbulence around the entrance･ But when the length of the downstream

longitudinal block is long (CASE RS33, RS34 and RS35), the distribution of high intensity

of longitudinal turbulence becomes larger in range and value with the increaslng length of

longitudinal block, accompanied with the weak transverse turbulencearound the entrance･

on the vertical plane of y/GL=0･5, the intensity of vertical turbulence suddenly becomes

strong when the shortest downstream longitudinal block is set･ And then the intenslty lS

smaller with the increase of the downstream longitudinal block･
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izontalplane (x-y)of z/GHj)･44 under the submerged condition
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Figure 4･23: Contours of dimensionlesstime-averaged verticalturbulence
w/ onthe vertical

plane (冗-z)ofy/GL=0･5 underthe submerged condition
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4.2.4 Exchange processes

Distribution of velocity at the entrance

Based onthe time-averaged transverse velocityonthe lateralentrance and the time-averaged

verticalvelocity onthe roof entrance, mass exchange was examined ontheinterface of the

lateralandthe roof of the box groyne zone respectively･ The longitudinaldistribution of the

transverse-averaged verticalvelocityalongthe roof boundary Z9 (z/GH=l , shown in Fig･

2.7) of the box groyne and of the vertical-averaged transverse velocityalongthe
lateral

boundary Y9 (y/GL=0.94, shown in Fig. 2.7) of the box groyne are shown in Fig･ 4･24and

Fig･ 4･25 respectively･ Onthe roof boundary of the groyne zones, except for some special

areas, the 且ow tends to enter in front of the second groyne aJld exit behind the firstgroyne

andthe tumlng point is near themiddle of the box groyne･Whenthe longitudinalblock set

inthe upstream, a considerable outflow occurs in the section nearthe top of second groyne･

andthe value of outflow gets the maximum in CASE RS22･ But CASE RS25 showsthe

stronger in鮎wthanthe case withoutthe longitudinal block (CASE RS I),which is similar

to the condition of the downstream longitudinal block. And tTle intensity of jnf]ow be-

comes large when the longer longitudinalblockis setinthe downstreamside･ The lateral

interface in the cases withupstreamlongitudinal
block is dominated bythe inflow･ Onthe

lateral boundary of the box groyne withdownstream longitudinalblock,the in且owinthe

downstreamof lateralentrance is strongerthanthe case withoutthe block whenthe block

lengthis not long･ Butthe lateralinterface inthe cases withlong lengthofthe downstream

lorLgitudinalblockis dominated bythe outBow･

8) Longitudinal
block in the up stream 5idc oflateral entrance b) I･ongitudinal block in the downstream side oflateral entrance

Figure 4.24: Longitudinaldistributionof transverse-averaged verticalvelocityW alongthe

roof boundary under the submerged condition
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Exchange coefncient obtained by PIV data

Fig･ 4･26 showsthe exchange coefncient obtained by instantaneous velocity from PⅣ Due

tothe complicatethree-dimensional flow insidethe box groyne･ the modified method proI

posedinthe last chapter is not used here･ The cases withupstream
longitudinalblock show

stronger exchange abilitythanthe case without longitudinalblock.Andthe cases with O･5S

of block length(CASE RS23) have a highest exchange coefficient,and italso shows the

highexchange ability underthe emerged condition･ The most cases withthe downstream

longitudinalblockhave a close or a larger exchange coefncientthanthe casewithout lon-

gitudinal block･ Onlythe case withlongest longitudinalblockinthe downstream side gets

a lowest value of exchange coe氏cient･ And exchange coefncient inthe cases with0･33S

of block length (CASE RS32) is highest in group RS3･ The exchange coefficient h the

case
withanupstreamlongitudinalblock

is largerthanthat inthe case witha downstream

longitudinalblock underthe same ratio of block length･

Figure 4･26: Exchange coefficient obtained by PIV data underthe submerged condition
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4.2.5 Bed shear stress

Fig. 4.27 shows the contours of dimensionless time-averaged bed shear stress. When the

upstream longitudinal block is set, the maximum value around the tip of丘rst groyne is

smaller than the case without the longitudinal block, and the area of high value becomes

smaller with the increase of longitudinal block. And the area of high value expands to the

inner zone of box groyne when the length of longitudinal block is not too long, wbicb easily

causes the scour in丘ont of the second groyne. When the downstream longitudinal block

is set,there is not large different in the distribution of bed shear stress in the main stream.

But the bed shear stress in the inner zone becomes larger in range and value as the length

of longitudinal block increases.
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Figure 4.27: Contours of dimensionless time-averaged bed shear stress(Tb/TD)underthe

submerged condition
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4.3 Euects of the spaclng Of box groyne

4'.3. Effects of the spacing Of box groyne

Beside the spacing 18cm (S/GL=2),the other two kinds of spacing as 12cm (S/GL=1･33)

and 24cm (S/GL=2.67) are introduced to explore the effect of different spacing of groyne

on the nowfield aroundthe submerged box groyne･ The length of longitudinal block taken

as o･5 ratio of spaclng is 6cm and 12 cm for 12cm spaclngand 24 cm spaclng reSPeCtively･

The case name is glVen in the Table･ 4･1･

Table 4. 1 : The name of the case withother spaclngS under the submerged condition

SpadI唱

(cm)

Block Position

none up5tream d ownstream

12 RSl-12 RS23-12 RS33-12

24 RS 1-24 RS23-24 RS33-24

4.3.1 Mean velocity in the inner zone of box groyne

Fig･ 4･28 shows the comparisons of meanvelocity inthe inner zone of box groyne Uig

under different spaclng ratio･ For the cases withoutthe longitudinal blockand the cases

wi血downstream longitudinal block,血e mean velocity in the inner zone reduces as adding

the spaclng Of box groyne･ For the cases wi也upstream longitu血nal block, the case of

18cm spacing (S/GL=2) has也e bigbest mean velocity in也e imer zone･ The mean veloc-

ity of submerged box groyne presents radically different result from that of the emerged

condition sbowlng血e increase of mean velocity as adding spaclng･ Under the 12cm spac-

ing (S/GL=1.33), there is血e close value between the case without也e longitudinal block

(CASE RSl-12) and the case wi血downstream longitudinal block (CASE RS33-12)･ And

the mean velocity is largely re血ced by the settlng Of血e downstream longitudinal block･

But血e setting of long血dinal block has a slight impact to the mean velocity under也e 24

cm spacing (S/GL=2.67).

The characteristics of three-dimensionality Ft shown in Fig･ 4･29 present the weaker

three-dimensionality appears withthe increase of spacing when longitudinalblock is not set

or set in血e downstream side･ For the cases with an叩Stream longitudinal block, the case of

18cm spacing (S/GL=2) has the highest meanvelocity in the inner zone･ The arrangement

of longitudinal block improves the tbree一曲mensionality fb∫ the all cases except fb∫ the
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Figure 4･28: Comparisons of mean velocityinthe
inner zone of submerged box groyne Uig

under different spaclng ratio

case of 12cm spacing withupstream longitudinalblock(CASE RS23-12)A The case of

12cm spacing with a downstream longitudinalblock (CASE RS331 12) presents very strong

three-dimensionality.

Figure 4･29: Comparison of three-dimensionality inthe inner zone of submerged
box

groyneunderthe submerged condition

4.3.2 Flow structnres

Flow pattern arotlndthe groyne area

Fig･ 4･30-4132 show thetime-averaged velocityvectors
Uuv and Uuw forthe cases with

12cm spacing (S/GL=1･33) onthe horizontal(冗-y)and vertical (x-z)plane･ Fig･ 433-4･35

show the time-averaged velocity vectors forthe cases with24cm spacing (S/GL=2･67) on

the horizontal(i-y)and vertical(Ⅹ-z)plane.
Fig1 436 showsthetime-averaged velocity

vectors uvw on the transverse (y-z)plane. Comparedwiththetime-averaged velocity for

the casewith 18cm spaclng, lt is clearthat the gyre system in the groyne Geld js largely
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changed by the different spaclng Of box groyne･

4.3. Effects of the spacing Ofbox groyne

(a)Spacing=12cm Tbe且ow pattern in the case without longitudinal block (CASE RSl-

12) on the horizontal plane of z=5mm (z/GH=0.ll) and 20Ⅱ- (z/GH=0･44) shows the

gyre system in the inner zone is completely changed from the emerged cases, that the two-

parallel-gyre system becomes one-gyre system like the submerged case with 18cm spaclng

(S/GL=2). But the transverse velocity in front of the second groyne is obviously stronger

than the case with 18cm spaclng. What makes this large difference happen? According to

the discussion in the last section, itis known that the submergence makes the mixlng layer

move toward the box groyne and the curvature of its arc shape of area become larger･ This

change provides more possibility to vortex structure enter the inner zone of box groyne

with smaller spaclng･ Due to the stronger inflow in the downstream of lateral entrance･

much water enters the inner zone from the low level in front of the second groyne and

increases the out8.ow near the left wall of channel, as shown in Fig. 3.30(b). Fig. 4.6

and Fig. 4.36(a) show that, in front of the second groyne, the intensity of inflow from the

horizontalmixing layer (HML) is enhanced
by narrowing the spacing of box groyne when

there is not longitudinal block set.

When the longitudinal block is set in the upstream side, although the strong in且ow

also appears in the downstream of lateral entrance, there is not positive vertical veloclty

distribute in丘ont of the second groyne on the vertical plane of y/GL=0･06 as the case of

18cm spacing with an upstream longitudinal block (CASE RS23)･ But the large distribution

of positive vertical velocity moves tothe upstream･ It is because the large inflow from the

horizontalmixing layer (HML) enters the inner zone in front of the second groyne, and

it changes the direction of now in the low level to the upstream･ And the inflow in the

downstream of lateral entrance is not as strong as that in CASE RS23･ On the vertical

plane of y/GL=0･84, there also is the up flow in front of the second groyne but weaker･

Wben the longitudinal block is set in the downstream side, the 菖yre around the lateral

entrance is stronger than the case with 18cm spacing･ Fig･ 4･7 and Fig･ 4･36(a) shows in

front of the second groyne, the intensity of inflow from the horizontalmixing layer (HML)

is also e血anced by smaller spaclng Of box groyne like the case without the longitudinal

block･ And this inflow in front of the second groyne is strongest under the same spaclng･ In

general, the reduction of spaclng has an effect on attracting the inflow from the downstream
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(b)Spacing=24cm Addingthe spacing of box groyne makestheflow patternofthe case

without longitudinalblock (CASE RS 1
112)

onthe horizontalplane of z=5mm (z/GH=0･ 1 1)

and 20mm (z/GH=0.44) become complex. On the verticalplane, the case without longitu-

dinalblock shows a similar distribution of verticalvelocityin &ont of the second groyne

withthe case of 1 8cm spacing withanupstreamlongitudinalblock (CASE RS23)･ The out-

flow in front of the second groyne appears nearthe section of the left walland the lateral

entrance.
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Figure 4.33: Time-averaged velocity vectors onthe horizontalplane (冗-y)andvertical (冗-z)

plane forthe case of 24cm spacing without longitudinalblock (CASE RS l124)

Whenthe longitudinalblock is set inthe upstreamside, the secondary gyre onthe

horizontal plane enlarges･ And the powerful in且ow in the lateralentrance entersthe inner

zone with strong vortex structure, causingthe considerable up flow now out fromthe roof

interface.
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Figure 4.34: Time-averaged velocityvectors on the horizontalplane (x-y)and vertical(x-z)

plane forthe case of 24cm spacing withanupstreamlongitudinalblock (CASE RS23124)

Whenthe longitudinalblockis set inthe downstream side,the highlongitudinalve-

locity is mainly distributedinthe transversemiddle of box groyne onthe horizontalplane

compared withthe case with18cm spacing (CASE RSl).Andthe wider spacing causes

the inflow fromthe horizontalmixing layer (HML) less enter the inner zoneinfront of the

second groyne instead of inthe longitudinalmiddle of box groyne･ Butthe intenslty Of

inflow in froTlt Ofthe second groyne is stilllarger than other cases under the same spaclng.

General1y,the settlng Of longitudinalblock hasthe similar effect ontheflow pattem

under different spacing･ Be different withthe emerged condition,the cases withthe same

lateralentrance are not picked to discuss･ The participation of the horizontalmixlng layer

(HML) makes no comparison exist 1;etween them.
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Figure 4135 : Time-averaged velocity vectors on the horizontalplane (A-y)and verbcal (x-z)

plane
for the case of 12cm spacing witha downstream longitudhal block (CASE RS33-24)
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Distribution of velocity in the main stream

The pro丘1es of longitudinal velocity distribution (U) on the y/GL=1･ 17 plane in Fig･ 4･37

are used to clarify the effect of the arrangement of longitudinal block on the main stream･

Fig. 4.37(a) shows the wider spacing of box groyne causes the acceleration offlow in the

upper level as golng downstream and the reduction of velocity ln the downstream section

of box groyne in the main stream. As shown in Fig･ 4･37(b) and (c),the arrangement of

longitudinal block in the upstream side induces the acceleration movlng from the groyne

beigbt level to the bottom plane as going downstream f♭rthe cases with 12cm (S/GL=1
･33)

and 24cm (S/GL=2.67) spacing, as same as the tendency under the case with 18cm spacing

(S/GL=2). And it also causes the reduction offlow in the upper level･ When the spacing is

added to 24cm (S/GL=2.67), the accelerating effect of the downstream longitudinal block

on the upper flow as golng downstream is obvious･

4.3.3 T11rbulent characteristic

The time-averaged turbulence intenslty is denoted by in the longitudinal component uI, the

transverse component v'and the vertical component wl･ The contours of dimensionless

time-averaged turbulence intensity on the horizontal plane (x-y) of z/GH=0･44 and the ver-

tical plane (Ⅹ-z)ofy/GL=0.5 are shown in Fig･ 4･38~4･40 f♭rcases with 12cm (S/GL=1･33)

and 24cm spacing (S/GL=2.67).

(a)Spacing=12cm On the horizontal plane of z/GH=0･44, the area with high value of lon-

gitudinal turbulence in the main stream related to tbe血Ⅹ1ng layer moves toward the box

groyne without the longitudinal block compared with the case of 18cm spaclng Without

longitudinal block (CASE RS 1).It promotes the mass exchange in the lateral inte血ce and

induces the large distribution of transverse turbulence around the entrance･ Then the high

transverse turbulence in the upstream of the lateral entrance promotes the mass exchange

here. It leads to the smaller maximum value of long血dinal turbulence in the mixlng layer

compared withother cases under 12cm spaclng･ The high intensity of longitudinal turbu-

lence in the case with upstream longitudinal block means the down flow from the top of

upstream of longitudinalblock is not strong. Beside that, the effect of the longitudinal

block on the horizontal distribution of turbulence intenslty lS aS Same aS the cases with

18cm spaclng･ On the vertical plane of y/GL=0･5, the distribution of bigb intensity of
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transverse turbulence is mainly in front ofthe丘rst groyne, causingtheamount ofin且ow

here.

(b)Spacing=24cm On the horizontalplane of z/GH=0.44,the area withhighvalue of

longitudinalturbulence forthe case withoutthe longitudinal block is larger in rangeand

valuethanthe case of 18cm spacing without longitudinalblock (CASE RSl). It is caused

bythe combined action of less mass exchange processinthe lateral sideand the smaller
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down且ow inthe maln Stream. The effect of the longitudinalblock onthe horizontaldis-

tribution of intensityis as same asthe cases with 18cm spacing･ Onthe vertical plane of

y/GL=0.5,the distribution of transverse turbulence is smal1erand weakerthanthe cases

withother spacing underthe same ratio of longitudinalblock･
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4.3.4 Exchange processes

115

Distribution of velocity at the entrance

Based onthetime-averaged verticalvelocity onthe roof entrance, mass exchange was

examined onthe roof boundary of the box groyne zone. The longitudinaldistributionof

the transverse-averaged vertical velocityalongthe roof boundary Z9 (z/GH=1 , shown in

Fig.2.2) of the box groyne are shown in FigL 4･41･ The distribution of verticalvelocity

is similar inthe upstream section of roof boundary･ whilethe large difference happens in

the downstream section of roof boundary. hthe case with12cm spacing (S/GL=1･33),the

curve of the longitudinaldistribution presentsthe convex shape, generahng a radicalfa11･ In

the case with 24cm spacing (S/GL=2.67), the curve of the longitudinal distribution presents

the concave shape･ The strongest down丑ow appears in far away from the second groyne･

But the effect of longitudinalblockis same under the different spaclng･ The longitudinal

block inthe upstreamincreasesthe resistance of enteringthe inner zone in加nt of the

second groyme.Andthe longitudinalblockinthe downstreamincreasesthe resistance of

entering the inner zone infroht of the second groyne･

____ニーーニーニー三⊥ユニi:i■て;--･-･･･････-････････････････････-･ー"
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a)Spacmg=12cm (S/GL=1
-33)

b) Sp acing=24cm (S/GL戸2 ･67)

Figure 4.41 = Longitudinaldistributionof transverse-averaged verticalvelocityWalong the

roof boundary underthe submerged box groyne with various spaclngS

Exchange coefRcient obtained by PIV data

Fig･ 4･42 showsthe exchange coefRcient obtained by instantaneous velocity from PIV･ Due

to the complicatethree-dimensionalnow
insidethe box groyne,the modified method pro-

posed inthe last chapter is not used here･When the spacing reduced to 12cm (S/GL=1
･33)I

the casewithout the longitudinalblock get the maximum value of exchange coefhcient,
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but the difference between three cases is small. Underthe condition with24cm spacing

(s/GL=2.67), the upstreamlongitudinal block promotesthe
mass exchange process while

the downstream longitudinalblock weakens it.

Figure 4･42: Exchange coefBcient obtained by PIV data under the submerged box groyne

with various spaclngS

4.4 Summary

The results of the characteristics offlow structure, turbulence and mass exchangearound

the submerged box groyne studied by laboratory experiment are presented inthis chap-

ter. The submerged box groynes with various spaclngand different longitudinalblocks

in lengthand position are comparedand analyzed about their effects on the flow char-

acteristics underthe same flow condition. The flow structures inside the submerged box

groyne are dominated bythe combined actions of the verticalmixing layer (VML) onthe

lateral p血e of box groyne and the horizontal血xing layer (HML) on也e roof plane of

box groyne. On the horizontalplane, the verticalmixing layer (VML) on the lateralside

is sensitive tothe longitudinal block set in the lateralentrance, which brings large change

to the horizonta川ow patternin the inner zone･ But the change o川ow pattern inside the

submerged box groyne also affectsthe horizontalmixlng layer･ Sothe longitudinalblock

also has an indirect effect on the horizontalmixlng PrOCeSS･ The abundant con月guratjon

of submerged box groyne is able to realize the application for different demanding lnriver

restoration.

The arrangement of longitudinal block clearly improves the three-dimensionality of

月ow and diversi丘es the circulation且ow in也e submerged groyne zone, bene丘ting the de-

manding of various aquaticanimals. The meanvelocityinthe groyne zone of most cases
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with a downstream longitudinal block increases, while that of cases with an upstream lon-

gitudinal block decrease･ And the value of mean velocity Increases With the longer length

of the downstream longitudinal block･ The relatively low mean veloclty in the groyne zone

in the case with an upstream longitudinal block is able to provide a good shelter for the

aquatic animal during tbe且ood season･ Under the submerged condition, the mean ve-

locity ln the cases with longitudinal block is approaching the value of the case without

longitudinal block･ These two phenomena reveal the fact that the horizontalmixlng effect

contributes more extensively to the water Inputs under the submerged condition･

Tbe upstream longitudinal block greatly increases the discharge in the low level of main

stream and the increase is enhanced with the longer length of longitudinal blockt And the

downstream longitudinal block obviously increases the discharge in the high level of main

stream under the large spaclng Of the submerged box groyne･ The intenslty Of down且ow

around the tip offirst groyne reduces with the increaslng height･ which is different with the

distribution of emerged cases･ And the distribution of down且ow in the main stream is golng

downstream with the increaslng height, because the down flow in the high level is mainly

caused by the overtopplng且ow丘･om the top of丘rst groyne･ The upstream longitudinal

block has the ability to enhance the down flow in the main channel･ While the longitudinal

block set in the downstream has a reduced effect on the down flow in the main stream and

becomes strong as the length of longitudinal block increases･ The upnow appearlng in front

of the longitudinalblockis beneBcial for the reducing the scouring around the longitudinal

block. These are important characteristics affectlng the bed evolution in the main stream･

The distribution of longitudinal turbulence in the main stream is related to themixlng

layer･ Under the submerged condition, the vertical mixlng layer moves toward the sub-

merged box groyne, and thearc shape of area has larger curvature than that in emerged

case. It means the more vortex structure has the opportunlty tO enter the inner zone of

the submerged box groyne･ Under the submerged condition, the distribution of turbulence

intenslty in the main stream has a great relationship with the mass exchange process in

the lateral side and the distribution of down8.ow in the main stream･ The combined action

of these two factors dominates the turbulence intenslty in the main stream･ The energy

diffusion in the verticalmixlng layer is increased by the down flow from the top offirst

groyne under the submerged condition･ When the longitudinal block is set in the upstream

side, the stronger downnow is generated by the effect of upstream longitudinalb一ock, and
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it promotesthe energy diffusion in the verticalmlXlng layer･ Whenthe longitudinal block

is set in the downstream side, the stronger outflow from the inner zone also promotes the

energy diffusion in the upstreamof the verticalmixing layer･Asforthe lateral interface, the

longitudinal block totally controls the water exchange between the submerged box groyne

and main stream, but italso significantly affects the water exchange process inthe roof

interface in front of the second groyne･ The exchange process is promoted by the upstream

longitudinalblockand downstreamlongitudinalblock under moderate length･ The longitu-

dinal block set in the downstreamhas an ability of attracting inflow from the roof boundary

and itis enhanced by the longer block･

Na汀OW Or Widen仇e spaclng Of submerged box groyne a一so lead to血e change of恥w

structureand mass transport between the submerged box groyne and main channel･ The

mean velocity in血e inner zone and也e血ee-dimensionality reduces as adding血e spacing

of submerged box groyne under most conditions･ The setting of longitudinal block has a

slight impact to the mean velocityunder the 24 cm spacing (S/GL=2･67)･ Different with the

emerged case, the submerged box groyne with small spacing (S/GL=1
･33)

receives more

energy lnput bo血丘om the vertical血Ⅹ1ng layer and borizontal皿Ⅹ1ng layer･ In general,

the setting of longitudinalblock has the similar effect on the flow patternunder different

spaclng･ For example, the long血dinal block in the upstream increases the resist弧Ce Of

enterlng the inner zone in front of the second groyne while the longitudinal block in the

downstream decreases it.

The three-dimensionalflow pattern in the submerged box groyne has been described

in detail in this chapter･ The different arrangements of longitudinalblock have largely

changed the 月ow structure around the submerged box groyne, creatlng the abundant envi-

ronment forthe aquatic life.



Chapter 5

Bed DeJbrmation and Flow Characteristics of Box Groyne in the

Movable Bed

5.1 Introduction

The characteristics offlow structures and turbulence actions are discussed in the previous

chapters･ The interaction between tbe且ow characteristics and bed evolution is conducted

to seek equilibrium condition in the channel･ In this chapter, the laboratory experiment in

the movable bed is conducted to investlgate the effect of box groyne on the transportation

of bed load.

A descrlPt10n Of the bed deformation around the traditional box groyne induced by the

three-dimensional turbulentflow is presented under different hydraulic condition･ The bed

deformation of emerged box groyne is investlgated under the similar hydraulic condition as

the experiment in the丘xed bed･ The study of submerged
box groyne is also in the process

but under the lower water depth due to the restrictions of experimental conditions･ The

various longitudinal blocks are taken into account on different block lengths and positions

in the lateral entrance. Bed evolution is a long-term process depending on the many kinds

of parameters as properties of触id,且ow condition, material of bed sediment, geometry

of channel and structure of groyne and so on･ But the short-term deformation also is able

to reveal the difference between kinds of groyne structures･ In this study, the short-term

deformation with two hours of water time around various box groynes are measured for

exploring the effects of longitudinal block･

The interaction betweenflow丘eld and bed evolution is a complex process･ The different

behaviors offlowfield induced by the bed deformation are inevitable･ In that case, the flow

velocity
_around

the groynefield in the movable bed is an important part in the discussion of

this study･ Only the velocity in the inner zone of box groyne and small area of main channel

is measured in three hours after two hours of water time to avoid great evolution during the

measurement. It is because the temporal status of bed deformation picked for investigation
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in this study. The comparison offlow丘eld betweenthe cases under the fixed bedand

movable bed is operated to investigate the effect of bed deformation on the flow pattern.

And the presentation offlow structure in the fixed bed also is helpful to the understanding

of the fわrmation mechanism of bed defbmation.

5.2 Bed deformations and且ow characteristicsaround the emerged box groyne

5.2.I The sketch of bed deformation inthe casewithout the longitudinal block

(CASE REl)

Fig. 5.1 shows the comparison of bed deformation between the box groynes without the

longitudinalblock under different now conditions (CASE REl and CASE REl-h).AsFig.

5･1 (a) shows, the scour bole is distributed in a large area around tbe丘rst of groyne when

the tip offirst groyne appears the maximum value. The horseshoe vortexand the stream

with high velocity in the main streamtransportthe sediment to the groyne zoneand the

downstream, greatly affectingthe sediment distribution inthe streamwise direction. The

sediment inthe upstreamsection of the inner zone slips into the hole dug bythe horseshoe

vortex, whilethe high positive transverse velocity (as shown in Fig. 3.4) aggravates the

falling condition. It is the reason why the larger scour hole appears behind the丘rst groyne

thanthe condition inthe single groyne. The horseshoe vortex pushes the sediment into the

inner zone alongthe slope of scour hole. Meanwhile, the large coherent structure brings

sediment to the inner zone丘om也e downstream of entrance･ The deposition in也e inner

zone places in the downstream section of inner zone bythe effects of these two kinds of

vortex structure.

The bed geomorphology of the case with higher discharge under same water time is

able to help predict the future bed evolution of normal case to some degree (as shown in

Fig･ 5･ 1(b))･But it does not mean equivalent becanse也e comparable and parallel stmcture

for the bed geomorphology is flow condition･ Underthe higher discharge, the scour hole

enlarges and gets the bottom, and scour extends to far downstream with the deposition of

downstreamside moving toward the recirculation zone･ Meanwhile,the deposition in the

inner zone reduces in rangeand height and moves in. This tendency of bed deformation

is as same asthe condition of 5 hours water time under normal discharge･ Butthe scour

exp弧ding to the main channel of opposite side is caused by the bigb discharge Wi也out血e
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Figure 51 1 : Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe emerged box groynes without the

longitudinal block under different now conditions

Figure 5･2: The 'W'shape of scour hole int Figure 5･3: The sketch of horseshoe system

the front of hrst groyne in front of the丘rst groyne

relationship totime･ There isaninteresting phenomenon aboutthe scour hole in front of

the second groynethatthe hole withIWI shape appears under higher discharge･ as shown

in Fig, 5121 It is seldom observed inthe previous research, which shows as /C[ shape or [Il
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shape with the maximum scouring ln the longitudinal distribution of i-z section locatlng

near the wall of groyne. It is known that the horseshoe vortex itis the main reason inducing

the scour hole around the丘rst groyne. From the obseⅣation of the experiment in this study

(as shown in Fig･ 5･3),this effect mainly realizes by two actions. First dynamic motion

occurs between the incomlng月.ow in the upper level and the adverse pressure of the front

wall of groyne, generatlng the horseshoe vortex scourlng the tip of groyne, as the HVI

shown in Fig. 5.3. Second is that the incomlng且ow in the near bottom level且ows down

along the slope of bole, and generates the other borsesboe vortex (HV2 in Fig.5.3)by the

adverse pressure of the vertical gyre (VG in Fig.5.3)in the scour hole. The main function

of HVl is hole deepenlng and widenlng While that of HV2 is widening. The combined

actions of these two kinds of horseshoe vortex create the morphology of the scour bole

around the first groyne. The intensity of HV2 is weak when the scour hole in front of the

groyne is in small size at丘rstly. And then it becomes stronger with the enlarglng SCOUT

hole. But the effect of HVl is stronger than the HV2 under most conditions besides the

followlng condition. One is the restrictions of HVI when the scounng gets the bottom.

The other is the enhancement of HV2 when the transverse veloclty in front of the groyne

becomes larger by the longer groyne length. The fわrmation of ′Ⅳ′shape above mentioned

is due to the high intenslty Of HV2 induced by these two reasons.

5.2.2 The sketch of bed deformation in the casewith an upstream longitudinal

block (Group RE2)

Fig. 5.4 and 5.5 shows the contour of bed deformation for the cases with the longitudinal

block set in the upstream side of entrance. It is clear that the scour hole and sediment

distribution along the bed are largely affected by the arrangement of longitudinal block･

The settlng Of the upstream longitudinal block has an efhcient effect on the reduction of

the scour hole, mainly caused by the restrictions on the development of horseshoe vortex･

It is known that the longitudinal block in the upstream side restrains the development of

borsesboe struc山re in the upstream section of box groyne by reducing the activity space･

There is radically fall in maximum scour depth when the shortest longitudinal block is set

in the upstream (CASE REl), and this case gets the minimum value among all the cases.

According to the comparison of the time-averaged velocity vectors Uuw on the vertical

plane near the longitudinal block in the触ed bed (as shown in Fig. 3.8),it is fわund that the
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reverse flow with positive vertical velocity ln the shieldingfield
distributes in front of the

upstream
longitudinal block, and its distribution on the plane near the bottom is closest to

the tip offirst groyne in the case with the shortest block length･ In that way, the reverse flow

with positive vertical velocity has a promotion effect on the reduction of horseshoe vortex

or a constrained effect, which will be glVen the answer in the later discussion･ The settlng

of upstream longitudinal block prevents sediment transport to the box groyne and causes

the fewer depositions in the inner zone･ As discussion of bed shear stress in the fixed bed

in section 3.2･5, the shape of bigb bed sbea工StreSS in the downstream of entrance skews to

the upstream side in the case without the longitudinal block (CASE REl), while the shape

of Group R2 is parallel to the wall of second groyne･ It causes the different distribution

shape of deposition in the inner zone between the CASE REl and CASE RE21･ The scour

bole in丘ont of the second groyne is observed in the most cases with upstream
longitudinal

block, which is induced by the strong vortex structure lnPuttlng tO the inner zone･ As

mentioned in the chapter 3, the upstream longitudinal block has an effect on promotlng

the vortex structure around the entrance. And then the small deposition in the inner zone

mainly comes from the scour hole in front of the second groyne･ Due to the less sediment

transported to the downstream, the deposition largely reduces and more distributes in the

section of box groyne as the length of longitudinal block grows･ In particular, the amount

of sediments distributes in front of the longitudinal block inthe case with the longest length

of longitudinal block･
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Figure 5･4: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe emerged box groynes withan

upstream longitudinalblock(Group RE2) Part l
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Figure 5･5: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe emerged box groynes withan

upstream longitudinalblock(Group RE2) Part 2
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5.2.3 The sketch of bed deformation in the case with a downstream longitudinal

block (Group RE3)

Fig･ 5･6 and 5･7 show the contour of bed deformation for the cases with the longitudinal

block set in the downstream side of entrance. The scale of the scour hole distinctly reduces

with the longer longitudinal block when the block length beyond 6cm (BL/GL=0･33)I The

case with longest downstream longitudinal block (CASE RE35) has a similar bed defわr-

mation with the case with the same block length in the upstream side (CASE RE25) in the

main channel. And CASE RE35 also has the reverse且ow with positive vertical veloclty

in the sbielding丘eld. Although narrow entrance in the upstream section of box groyne

stillhas a small effect on reducing the activlty area Of horseshoe vortex, it stillhas enough

space fわrthe development of horseshoe vortex and to supply the sediment to inner zone･

As a result, the similar scour hole is able to support the theory about the promoted effect of

reverse月owwith positive verticalveloclty ln the shielding field on the reduction of horse-

shoe vortex. The approprlate length of the downstream longitudinal block is beneficial for

the flow deliver the sediment to the inner zone when there is enough wide of entrance. It

is noticed that, the scour hole behind tbe丘rst groyne has a smaller scale than that in front

of tbe丘rst groyne when the block length is long, which is due to the weaker horseshoe

effect and the lower transverse veloclty ln the upstream of entrance shown in Fig･ 3･3･ The

deposition in the downstream moves toward the upstream side along the longitudinal block

in smaller scale as the block length becomes long.

Beside the deposition induced by the scour in front of the second groyne, the deposition

of the bed generally distributes in three parts fわrall the cases･ One is placed the inner zone

or near the longitudinal block as the emerged cases, which is mainly contributed by the

ⅢVl. The second is placed around the middle of channel, which is mainly contributed by

the combined effect of HV2 and high velocity ln the main stream･ The third one is placed

in the downstreamside. It is also contributed by the combined effect of HV2 and high

velocity ln the main stream. And the mobile sediment induced by the HVl is ca血ed by

the shear flow to bypass the second groyne or the tlP Of longitudinal block, and also has

a contdbution to the third part of deposition･ But the third deposition part in the emerged

cases is not distinct due to the small scale of the scour bole in the upstream.
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Figure 5･6: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe emerged box groynes witha

downstreamlongitudinalblock (Group RE3) Part 1
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Figure 5･7: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe emerged box groynes witha

downstream longitudinalblock(Group RE3) Part 2

5･214 MaximtLm SCOllr depth and pro丘Ie of bed deformation

The comparison of relative maximum scour depthin each case is shown in Fig･ 5･8, and it

is obtained by dividingthe value underthe case without longitudinalblock(CASE REl).

There is a distinct effect of longitudinalblock on reduction of maximum scour depth for

most casesI The value of maximumscour depthgenerally decreases as the length of the

downstream longitudinalblock increases. The longitudinalblockset inthe upstream has

a great effect on reducingthe maximum scour depth, and it is helpful forthe protection of

Brst groyne.

Fig･ 5･9 shows the longitudinalprone of bed deformation on the section of y=10cm
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Figure 5･8: Comparison of relative maximum scour depthunder the emerged condition

a)Longitudinal
block in theupstream side oflatefalentrance

b)) Longitudinalblock in the downstream side oflateral entrance

Figure 5.9: Longitudinalprofile of bed deformation on the section of y=10cm

(y/GL=1. 1 I)underthe emerged condition

(y/GL=1.1 1). Fig. 5.10 showsthe transverse pro丘1e of bed deformation on the section of

x=-19.5cm (〟S=-1.08). And the maximum scour dep血places around也e cross of血ese
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a)Lengitudinal
block illthe up streamside oflateral entrance

b) ) Longitudinal block in the downstreamside of lateral entrance

Figure 5.10: Transverse prone of bed deformation on the section of x=-19･5cm (I/S=-

1.08)under血e emerged con血tion

two sections. Not onlythe maximum scour depth, butalso the scour volume is controlled

bythe arrangement of longitudinal block･ The scour volume is largely reduced bythe

upstreamlongitudinalblock,while
is slowly reduced to the longer lengthof the downstream

longitudinalblock.Onthe longitudinalprofi1eof bed deformation onthe section of y=10cm

(y/GL=l.ll), it is foundthatthe long block lengthmakesthe deposition mainly distribute

inthe section of box groyne whenthe longitudinalblockis setinthe upstream･ And when

the longitudinalblockis set inthe downstream,the sand barmoves toward the upstreamas

the increment of the block length. In particular,there is a small scour hole appear behind

也e prime scour bole in血e CASE RE21.

It is noticedthat,the variation trend of the distribution of turbulence intensity or bed

shear stressinduced bythe effect of longitudinalblock is not matching the scour condition
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around the tlp Of丘rst groyne. This is because the measurement in the丘Ⅹed bed can not

well perform the effect of horseshoe vortex.

5.2.5 Flow structures in the groynefield

The measurement of velocity around the box groyne is conducted in the CASE REl, RE23

and RE33 to investigate theflowfield under the deformation of bed. Fig. 5.ll shows

the time-averaged veloclty Vectors Uuv on the horizontal plane of z/GH=0･56-0･67･ Due

to the large bed deformation in the groyne section for the case without the longitudinal

block (CASE REl), the flow patternis great一y changed and generates the strong three-

dimensional月ow in the inner zone. The water in the low level largely enters the inner

zone along the slope of the scour hole due to the dynamic motion of HVl･ And then the

circulationflow in the transverse section (y-z)is generated and shows the outflow in the

upper layer as shown in Fig. 5. 1 I(a).The inputting丑ow in the downstream of entrance still

generates a horizontal circulation月-ow as the condition in the丘Ⅹed bed･ But it distributes

differently because of the performance of transverse circulationflow･

Theflow pattern also performs as strong three-dimensional flow in the inner zone when

the longitudinal block is set, which shows a different gyre system with the condition in the

丘Ⅹed bed. At the entrance of the cases with an upstream longitudinal block, the shear 8･ow

with transverse velocity and high longitudinal veloclty is fully distributed because of the

deposition outside of entrance, as shown in Fig･ 5･1 1(b)･
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Figure 5.1l: Time-averaged velocity vectors Uuv on the horizontal plane of

z/GH=0.56-0.67 under the emerged condition

5.3 Bed deformations and且ow characteristicsaround the submerged box groyne

5.3.1 The sketch of bed deformation in the casewithout the lollgitudina) block

(CASE RSl)

The submergence is one of important factors affectingthe geometryand depthof scour in

the channel withgroyne, asthe study shown in Kuhnle et al. 1999and Elawady et al. 2001.

Tbe丘gures of scour hole inthe study of Kuhnle etal･ (1999) showed in Fig. 5. 12 present

two different geometries of scour hole under low and high submergence ratio (h/GH) for

single groyne･ The maximum scour depthwith low submergence ratio locates at thetip of

groyne, whereas it with high submergence ratio has a place at about one-half the groyne

fromthe channel wall of the upstream side of groyne･And a prominent secondary region ol
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scour appears near the downstreamside of groyne withhigher submergence ratio･ Fig･ 5113

showsthe bed deformation betwecnthe submerged box groynes withoutthe longitudinal

block･ The maximum scour depthinthis studyalso places aroundthe tip of Brst groyne as

the above experiment result withlow submergence ratio･ The scour hole behindthe &rst

groyne is distinctly smal1erthanthe scour hole in front of the arst groyne･And itis because

the positive transverse velocity in the upstreamof entrance (asshown in Fig 4･8(ち))is weak

and cannot support more sediments slip tothe scour hole asthe emerged casesI There is

another scour hole appear around the second groyne･Asdescribed inthe section 4･2･2,the

verticalmixing layer (VML) is closer tothe box groyneunderthe submerged condition,

and it causesthatthere is high longitudinalvelocitydistributed aroundthe second groyne

(as shown in Fig. 4.8).Besidethat,the downflow overthe top of hrst groyne (asshown in

Fig. 4.17) arousesthe scour aroundthe second groyne together･
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Figure 5.12: Contour of scour withdifferent submergence ratio (h/GIl)inthe study of

Kulm1e etal. 1999. (Contour intervalis 2cm.Elevation of initialbed surface is 48cm･

Elevations lessthan46 cm are shaded)

Inthe inner zone of box groyne,the distribution of deposition extends tothe upstream
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Figure 5･ 13: Contour of bed deformation inthe submerged box groynes withoutthe longl-

tudinalblock(CASE RS 1)

section of box groyne, because of the highreverse鮎w near the bottom induced bythe hori-

zontalmixing layer (HML) as described in section 4.22. The third deposition as mentioned

above performs clearly here because of the enlarged scour hole･

5･3･2 The sketch of bed defoJ.nation in the casewithan upstream longitudinal

block (Group RS2)

Fig･ 5･14and 5･15 showthe contour of bed deformation forthe submerged cases with

the longitudinalblock set inthe upstreamside of entrance. There is an obvious effect

of upstreamlongitudinalblock onthe reduction of the scour hole aroundthe丘rst groyne

underthe submerged condition.Whenthe block lengthis short as 0.17S (CASE RS21),

the scour hole around the second groyne disappears bythe covenng of the mobile sediment

transported fromthe inner zone under strong longitudinalshearflow.Asthe block length

increases,也e scour bole is generated in front of血e second groyne by the inputting且山d

withhighintensitynearthe bed (as showninFig. 4.4). The inputting water flows toward

the wall of second groyneand forms the horseshoe vortex bythe adverse pressure of wall

as what happens inthe upstreamoffirst groyne･ The formation mechanism of these two

scour holes aroundthe two groynes is same･ It is deducedthat, the CASE RS22 hasthe

strongest inputtingfluid withthe high longitudinal velocltyarOund entrance fromthe shape

and height of deposition in its inner zone.And itleads tothe maximum scour hole in血･ont
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of the second groyne･ As mentioned in the previous discussion, there is also a scour bole

existing in front of the second groyne under the emerged cases･ But it is totally different

formation mechanism between these two kinds of scour hole. There is a new scour hole in

the downstream side in the CASE RS22, RS23 and RS24. It isknown from the discussion

in the section 4.2.2 that, the upstream longitudinal block has a work of making water in

the upper level beyond the box groyne transported to the low level of the main stream as

golng downstream･ It bene丘ts the generation of down且ow in the downstream side of main

stream. This strong down flow easily causes the scour in the main channel when it unites

the high月ow in the main stream. And the scour hole extends to the downstream sidewith

the increasing length of longitudinal block. But this effect is radically reduced when the

longest longitudinal block is set (CASE RS25).

As the length of longitudinal block is added, higher percentage of deposition distributes

in the section of box groyne, and amount of it concentrates upon the tip of long血dinal

block･ The deposition in the inner zone is largely reduced by settlng the long longitudinal

block in the upstream side.
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Figure 51 14: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe submerged box groynes with an

upstreamlongitudinalblock (Group RS2) Part 1
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a) CASE RS24 (BL/S-0.67)

c)CASE RS25 (BL/S-0･83)

｢x

Figure 5･ 15: ComparlSOn Of bed deformation betweenthe submerged box groynes withan

upstream longitudinalblock (Group RS2) Part 2

5.3.3 The sketch of bed deformation in the casewith a downstream longitudinal

block (Group RS3)

Fig･ 5･16 and 5･17 showthe contour of bed deformation forthe submerged cases withthe

longitudinal block set inthe downstream side of entrance･ The scale of the scour hole also

distinctly reduces withthe longer longitudinalblock when the block length beyond 6cm

(BL/GL-0.33) as emerged casesI Beside the scour holearound the first groyne,there
are

not other holes on the channel bed. According to the comparison of the distribution of

verticalvelocity onthe horizontal plane in the丘xed bed (as shown in Fig･ 4･17and 4･18),

the caseswith a downstream longitudinal block show a weaker downnow around the second
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groyne than the case without the longitudinal block･ So the scour around the second groyne

can not be generated･ A mass of sediment deposits in the inner zone when the settlng Of the

downstream longitudinal block keeps an enough space f♭rthe HV 1 deliverlng the sediment

(as CASE RS3 1, RS32 and RS33). Meanwhile the longitudinal block successfully reduces

the sediment transport from the inner zone to the downstream; hence,their depositions in

the inner zone are larger than the case without the longitudinal block･
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of bed deformation betweenthe submerged box groynes witha

downstreamlongitudinalblock (Group RS3) Part I
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Figure 5･17: Comparison of bed deformation between the submerged box groynes witha

downstream longitudinalblock (Group RS3) Part 2

5.3.4 Maximum scour deptll and pro丘1e of bed deformation

The comparison of relative maximum scour depthin submerged
cases is shown in Fig･

5･18,and it is obtained by dividingthe value underthe case without longitudinal block

(CASE RSl). The effect of longitudinalblock on reduction of maximum scour depth is

clear. The maximum reduction of scour depthis attained in CASE RS24 amongthe cases

with an upstream longitudinal block, while it attained in CASE RS33 among血e cases

witha downstream longitudinalblock･ It meansthat the long longitudinalblock has no

superiorityonthe reduction of scour underthe submerged condition･ Compared withthe

maximum scour depthunder the emerged condition, the effect of upstream longitudinal
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block is weakened underthe submerged condition, which isalso shown inthe experiment

results in Cheng etal. (1994). It is leaded tothe smaller intensity of downflow distributed

alongthe longitudinalblock･

Figure 5･ 18 : Comparison of relative maximum scour depthunderthe submerged condition

TYLe Calculatlng equation of maximum
scour depthbased onthe abutment studies of

colemanetal. (2003), Melville (1997)and Melville and Colelnan (2000) is as follows:

ds - KyLKIKdKsKeKGKt (5･1)

where the factors are defined in Table 5111 In here, y isthe approach flow depth, L is the

abutment length･Whereas this calculating methodaims at emerged groyne due to its ong-

ination from the scour study of abutment, prediction method of maximum scour depthin

submerged groyne is lacking･And overestimat10n Of maximum scour depthoccurs when

the Eq. 5.I is used inthe calculation of submerged groyne (Kuhnle etal･ 1999)I The rela-

tion of calculated to measured maximum scour depths is shown in Fig.5･ 19 for the data col-

1ected血･omthe verticalemerged groyme study of Gill (1972)and verticalsubmerged study

of Elawady etal. (2001). The overestimation of maximum scour depth for submerged

groyne is de丘nitely shown,andthe overestimated ratio (ratioof calculated to measured

value) is related to groyne lengthand submergence as shown in Fig･ 5120･ In general, more

overestimate occurs asthe groyne lengthand submergence ratio increased. Fig･ 5･21 shows

the relation of calculated to measured maximum scour depths for the data inthis study･ The

emerged box groynealso has overestimation of maximum scour depthand more serious as

time golng･ The maximum scour depthin box groyne cases generally shows smaller value

compared withthat in single groyne case, due tothe weaker development of horseshoe

vortex affected by strong positive transverse velocity inthe upstreanside of entrance and
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the higher water level behind the丘rst groyne indnced by the second groyne･ More overesti-

mation of maximum scour depth occurs in the submerged box groyne and becomes serious

as time golng due to the effect of submergence and second groyne･ The overestimation

also induced by the existence of longitudinal block･ Less study on estimation of maximum

scour depth in the box groyne or groyne group, whereas it is very necessary fわrits widely

application in river englneerlng PraCtices･ In this study, the factor of submerged groyne

Ksub lS introduced to improve the calculating equation, which is based on the study of

Elawady et al. (2001). Ksub is related to the groyne length and submergence as follows:

ds - KyLKIKdKsKoKGK#sub (5･2)

Ksub -

eXP[-1･114(筈)o･433lln(筈)I2･833(普)o1662】
(5･3)

Fig･ 5･22 shows the relation of improvlng Calculated to measured maximum scour depths

for the data of the case without longitudinal block (CASE REl and RSl) in this study･ But

the factors of box groyne need more sediment experiments to determine･

Fig･ 5･23 shows the longitudinal profile of bed deformation on the section of y=10cm

(y/GL=1. 1 1) under the submerged condition･ Fig･ 5･24 shows the transverse pro丘1e of bed

deformation on the section of x=119.5cm (x/S=-1.08) under the submerged condition･ The

scour volume is controlled by the arrangement of longitudinal block･ As shown in Fig. 5･24

(a),the position of maximum scour depth moves to the downstream when the maximum

scour depth is reduced in the cases with an upstream longitudinal block･ And the settlng Of

the upstream longitudinal block makes the downstream slope of bole become steep･ The

long block length makes the deposition mainly distribute in the section of box groyne when

the longitudinal block is set in the upstream･ And when the longitudinal block is set in the

downstream, there is the amount of sediment distributed in the downstream side of box

groyne, which is different with the condition in the emerged cases･
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Table 5. 1: Factors influencing local abutment-scour depth (obtained from Coleman et all

2003)

Factol･ K Method of Estilnatioll

(1) (2) (3)

Flow depth- KyL

ablltment Size

FIowintensLty KI

Sedimentsize Kd

Fotlndation K;

shape

Follndation

a ligmnent

KyL = 10y

KyL -

2JyE

Z<o.
L~

0,04 <

KyL-2L 芸,1

04

Z<1
L~

Forunifonn sediments: d50a ≡ d50 and
Va ≡ Vc

For 110mmifortll Sediments :

d5Oa - dmx/1.8彩d84/1･8 -

qgd5O/1･8;andVa
- 0･8Vca,wilere Vca is Vc calculated for d50a

Kl=
V-(Va-Vc)

Vc
for[V- (Va

-Vc)]/Vc
< 1

KI - 1.0 for[V- (Va
-Vc)i/Vc

≧ 1

Kd-1･0志,60
S llape

Veltical-wa ll

Wing仰all

Spill･through0･5: 1 (H :V)
Spi11･th･oughl : I

Spill-throtlgh1･5: 1

Ks Ks=K;

Ks
-K;

+0･667(1
-K;)

Ks-1.0

K:
1.0
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0.6

0.5

0.45

(o･lf-1)
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y

L
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y
L

->25
y
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L
Ke Kc-K;

Ke-K;+(1-K;)

Approach- KG

cllanllel

geometⅣ

Tillle Kt

(1･5-0･5吉)

->3
y

L
l<-<3

y

L
Ke=l･0

7'l
case A (Fi即re S):【Sin1Plerectangulallivel･ Cllalulel]
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a)Longitudinal
block in the upstream side of lateral entrance

b) )Longitudinal block in the downstreamside oflateral entrance

Figure 5･23: Longitudinalprofile of bed deformation onthe section of y=10cm

(y/GL=1. 1 1)under the submerged condition
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a)Lengitudinalblockintheup stream side oflateral entrance

b) )Longitudinal block in the downstream side oflateral entrance

Figure 5.24: Transverse profile of bed deformation onthe section of x=119･5cm (x/S=1

1.08)nnder血e submerged condition
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5.3.5 Flow structures in the groynefield

The measurement of velocity around the box groyne is conducted in the CASE RS 1, RS23

and RS33 to investigate theflowfield under the deformation of bed･ Fig･5･25 shows the

time-averaged velocity vectors Uuv on the horizontal plane of z/GH=0･56-0･67 under the

submerged condition･ Due to the large bed defわrmation in the groyne section, the且ow

pattern presents different behaviors and makes the three-dimensional now in the inner zone

become complex･ Lots of water in the low level enters the inner zone along也e slope of

the scour bole and mound of deposition due to the dyna血c motion of borsesboe vortex

as emerged cases, generating a circulation
now in the transverse section (y-z)･It increases

the complexlty Of three-dimensionalflow with the other two kinds of circulation flow in-

duced by horizontalmixing layer (HML) and verticalmixing
layer (VML) respectively,

and makes the flow pattern be sensitive to the bed deformation inside the box groyne･ In

particular, the inputtlngflow with high longitudinal veloclty around the entrance of CASE

RS23 is the same as its Bow pattern in thefiⅩed bed, which generates the horseshoe vortex

to scour the bed in front of the second groyne･ There is a whole gyre generated inside the

box groyne of CASE RS33･ Although theflowfield in the inner zone has different behav-

iors due to the bed deformation in the groyne zone, the且ow pattem in the丘xed bed is still

able to provide some of the useful information to understanding the formation mechanism

of bed defわrmation, especially f♭rthe main cbannel･

5.4 Summary

This chapter mainly presents the measurement results on the bed deformation and且ow

structure around the submerged box groyne with longitudinal block in the movable bed･

The distribution of bed deformation aroused by the structure of box groyne is described in

detail. The formation mechanisms of scour and deposition are discussed compared with

the measurement offlowfield in the fixed bed. The transport model of sediment to the

inner zone is critical to the distribution of deposition relative to也e fわrmation of'tbe groyne

ecological system･ The arrangement of longitudinal block in the lateral entrance directly

affects the transportation corridor of sediment to the inner zone･ Furthermore, the flow

structure changed by the longitudinal block has an indirect impact to the transportation･

The月ow structures in the inner zone and a part of main stream are measured after bed
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Figure 5･25: Time-averaged velocity vectors Uuv on the horizontal plane of

z/GH=0.56-0.67 underthe submerged condition

deformation. It presentsthe impact of bed deformation on且owfieldand provides more

evidences tothe formation mechanism of deformation inthe groyne zone･

The scour hole aroundthe丘rst groyne is mainly induced by thatthe horseshoe vortex･

and its effect mainly realizes by two actions･ First dynamic motion occurs betweenthe

incoming flow in the upper level and the adverse pressure of the front wall of groyne, gen-

eratingthe horseshoe vortex (HVl) scouringthetip of groyne･ Second is thatthe incoming

flow inthe near bottom level flows downalongthe slope of hole,and generatesthe other

horseshoe vortex (HV2) bythe adverse pressure fromthe verticalgyre inthe scour hole･

These two horseshoe vortices causethethree depositions distributed inthe different place-

ments on the bed. One is placed the inner zone or near the longitudinalblock, which is

mainly contributed bythe HVl ･ The second is placed around themiddle of channel, which
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is mainly contributed by the combined effect of HV2 and high velocity in the main stream･

The third one is placed in the downstream side･ It is also contributed by the combined

effect of HV2 and high veloclty ln the main stream. And the mobile sediment induced by

the HVl is carried from the inner zone to downstream side, and also has a contribution to

the third part of deposition･

The settlng Of the upstream longitudinalblock has an e用cient effect on the reduction

of the scour bole, mainly caused by the restrictions on the development of horseshoe voト

te克. The restriction re且ects in the two aspects･ The longitudinal block in the upstream side

reduces the motion space of the horseshoe stmcture in the upstream section of box groyne,

and the reverse flow with positive vertical veloclty1n the shielding丘eld shown in the flow

pattern in the丘Ⅹed bed restrains the development oH10rSeShoe vortex and the transportation

of sediment to the downstream by horseshoe vortex･ And the long longitudinal block on

the downstream side also has a reduced effect on scour hole around the first groyne because

of the same reasons. Under the emerged condition,也e setting of the upstream
longitudinal

block causes the fewer depositions in the inner zone, while the appropriate
length of the

downstream longitudinal block is bene丘cial f♭rthe sediment deposit in the inner zone. The

smaller scour hole behind the first groyne is due to the weaker horseshoe effect and the

lower transverse velocity in the upstream of entrance for emerged cases with a downstream

longitudinal block･ The scour bole in丘ont of the second groyne is observed in the most

emerged cases with an upstream longitudinalblock, which is induced by the strong vortex

structure lnputtlng tO the inner zone･ Under the submerged condition, there also has a scour

bole in丘･ont of the second groyne fわr the cases with an upstream
longitudinal block･ Its

formation mechanism is that, the inputtlngfluidflows toward the wall of second groyne and

forms a horseshoe vortex by the adverse pressure of wall as what happens in the upstream

of丘rst groyne･ For submerged cases with an upstream longitudinal block, the strong down-

flow in the main stream causes a new scour in the main channel when itunites the high flow

in the main stream. And the scour bole extends to the downstream side with the increaslng

length of longitudinal block. The sediment deposited in the inner zone is largely reduced

by settlng the long long血dinal block in the upstream side, while it increases when the

length of the downstream longitudinal block is equal or less than O･5S under the submerged

condition. The maximum scour depth generally decreases
ras

the length of the downstream

longitudinal block adds when the box groyne is emerged･ And the longitudinal block set
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in the upstream has a great effect on reducing the maximum scour depth･ But when box

groyne becomes submerged, the long longitudinal block has no superionty on the reduction

of scour and the effect of upstream longitudinal block is weakened･ The凸owfield in the

inner zone has different behaviors due to the bed deformation around the groyne section.

But the flow patternin the axed bed is stillable to provide some of the useful information

to the understanding of bed defわrmation.

The calculation method of maximum scour depth based on the scour study of abutment

is introduced to estimate maximum scour depth and compare with measured value for box

groyne. The emerged box groyne has overestimation of maximum scour depth and more

serious as time golng due to the existence of second groyne. More overestimation of max-

imum scour depth occurs in the submerged box groyne and becomes serious as time golng

due to the effect of submergence and second groyne.

In general, the arrangement of longitudinal block has a great impact on the distribution

of bed deformation. The different distribution of scour and deposition in the inner zone of

box groyne induced by the longitudinal block is able to provide且exible habitats fわraquatic

life.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 ConclⅥ.sioms

The effect of longitudinal block set in the lateral entrance on the box groyne is concerned

in this study from the investlgations on且ow characteristics and bed deformation･ The

laboratory experiments are both conducted in the丘Ⅹed bed and movable bed, to explore re-

alization of a miniature aquatic system by the adequate con丘guration of longitudinal block･

Although there are many differenttypes of box groyne, the objectof this study mainly

is focused on the box groyne with lateral longitudinal block composed by straight and L-

shape groyne, which is used in many englneerlng PraCtices･ The月ow characteristics and

bed defわrmation with three-dimensional characteristics around box groyne is investigated

both under the emerged and submerged condition.

Tbe main work during this study is summarized as fわllows:

(1) Under the same spacing of box groyne, the effects of different configurations of longi-

tudinal block are discussed by measurement offlow丘eld in the fixed bed under the emerged

condition･ The longitudinal block is con figured in the upstream side and downstream side

of the lateral entrance with different block length･ The measurement technology of Particle

Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to explore the月owfield and mass exchange process by

analyzing its instantaneous velocity vectors, The Dye Concentration Measurement (DCM)

provides a distinct and visual method to present the development of vortex structure in the

mixlng layer and its effects on the mass exchange between the inner zone of the emerged

box groyne and the main stream.

(2) The calculation methods of exchange coefacient obtained by the PIV and DCM ex-

periment are both modi丘ed to adapt the emerged box groyne cases in this study and work

well.
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(3) Under the submerged condition in the丘Ⅹed bed, the three-dimensiona川_ow around

the box groyne is described in detail from theflow丘eld measured by Particle Image Ve-

locimetry (PIV)･ The effect of longitudinal block with different length and position as the

emerged condition are also discussed.

(4) This thesis also studies on the box groyne with different spacing from the measured

data of Partic一e Image Velocimetry (PIV) in the触ed bed. Both emerged and submerged

conditions are taken into account･ The longitudinal block with the same ratio of block

length also is an important aspect in discussion when it's set in the different side of lateral

entrance.

(5) The sediment experiment and velocity measurement in the movable are conducted

in the box groyne･ The block length and position are the main factors in the comparison

between the configurations of longitudinal block･ The flow characteristics obtained by the

experiment of丘xed bed is helping to reveal the formation mechanism of bed deformation

with the measured月ow角eld after bed deformation in the movable bed.

The conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:

(1) Flow characteristics change greatly when v∬ying the placement and length of the

longitudina一 b一ock in the emerged box groyne with触ed bed･ The setting Ofthe 一ongitudinal

block makes the area of high longitudinal velocity in the main stream to move closer to the

groyne zone comparlng With that in the case without the longitudinal block･ It also reduces

the area of vertical velocltyarOund the tlP Of丘rst groyne, which benefits the reduction of

scourlng･ The longitudinal block placed in the upstream side of entrance causes weaker

drivlng gyre, Smaller mean velocity ln the inner zone and stronger veloclty 8uctuationwith

longer length and enhances the turbulence motion･ As the length of longitudinal block is

added from 3cm (CACE RE21) to 6cm (CASE RE22), the area with high turbulence in

main stream enlargers, but turbulent motion inside the box groyne weakens･ When the

length keeps increaslng, the area with high turbulence in main stream reduces but is still

larger than the area in the case without the longitudinal block･ Setting the longitudinal

block in the downstream side of entrance promotes the development of secondary 菖yre

greatly, meanwhile, the drivlng 菖yre moves toward the outside with reduced dominated

area when the block tu仙s longer, and itreduces mean velocity and turbulence inside the box
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groyne. Generally, the settlng Of longitudinal block has the effect of enhanclng the velocity

intenslty at the entrance by narrowlng the entrance. The upstream settlng Of longitudinal

block essentially promotes the development of vortex by reducing the energy di軌1Sion with

the fluid from the inner zone of box groyne in the upstream ofmixlng layer, so as to benefit

the mass and momentum exchange around the entrance by increaslng the turbulent且ow

in the downstream side of entrance･ Meanwhile, the existence of血e longitudinal block

reduces the size of the interface between the box groyne and the main stream to weak the

exchange process at the entrance.

(2) The different configurations of longitudinal block in length and position also largely

affects the flow structure around the submerged box groyne in the fixed bed, creatlng the

abundant environment for the aquatic life. The vertical mixing layer (VML) on the lateral

side is sensitive to the longitudinal block set in the lateral entrance, which brings large

change to the horizontal月.ow pattern in the inner zone. But the change offlow pattern in-

side the submerged box groyne also affects the horizontalmixlng layer. So the longitudinal

block also has an indirect effect on the horizontalmixlng Process. The settlng Of longitudi-

nal block clearly improves the three-dimensionality of月.ow and diversi丘es the circulation

flow in the submerged groyne zone, benefiting the demanding of various aquatic animals.

The mean veloclty ln the groyne zone of most cases witha downstream longitudinal block

increases, while it of cases with an upstream longitudinal block decreases. And the value

of mean velocity is increased with the longer length of the downstream longitudinal block･

The relatively low mean veloclty ln the groyne zone in the case with an upstream block can

provide a good shelter for the aquatic animal during the flood season. Under the submerged

condition, the mean veloclty ln the cases with longitudinal block is approaching the value

of the case without longitudinal block. These two phenomena reveal the fact that the hori-

zontal mixing effect contributes more extensively to the water Inputs under the submerged

condition. The distribution of longitudinal turbulence in the main stream is related to the

mixlng layer. Under the submerged condition, the vertical mixing layer moves toward the

submerged box groyne, and the arc shape of area has larger curvature than that in emerged

case. It means more vortex structures have the opportunity to enter the inner zone of the

submerged box groyne. Under the submerged condition, the distribution of turbulence in-

tenslty ln the main stream has a great relationship with the mass exchange process in the
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lateral sideand the distribution of down flow in the main stream. The combined action of

these two factors dominates the turbulence intenslty ln the main stream･ The energy diffu-

sion in the verticalmixlng layer is increased by the down flow from the top offirst groyne

under the submerged condition･ When the longitudinal block is set in the upstream side,

the stronger down flow is generated by the effect of upstream longitudinal block, and it pro-

motesthe energy diffusion in the verticalmixlng layer･When the longitudinal block is set

in the downstream side, the stronger outflow from the inner zone also promotes the energy

di軌1Sion in the upstream of the vertical血Ⅹ1ng layer･ As f♭r the lateral inte血ce, the lon-

gitudinal block totally controls the water exchange between the submerged box groyne and

main stream, but italso slgnincantly affects the water exchange process in the roof interface

in front of the second groyne. The exchange process is promoted by the upstreamlong1-

tudinal block and downstream longitudinal block under moderate length･ The longitudinal

block set in the downstream has an ability of attracting inflow from the roof boundary and

it is enhanced by the longer block･

(3) Narrow or widen the spacing of box groyne also lead to the change of 且ow structure

and mass exchange between the box groyne and main channel both under the emerged and

submerged condition･ When the box groyne is emerged, the mean velocity ln the inner zone

increases with decreaslng Slope as adding the spaclng Of box groyne whether there is lon-

gitudinal block or not･ Ⅶtb the spaclng lnCreaSlng, the velocity re血ction becomes larger

when the longitudinal block is set in the upstream side of entrance, while itbecomes smaller

when the longitudinal block is set in the downstream side of entrance･ The case without the

longitudinal block has the strongest exchange ability, while the case with the downstream

longitudinal block has the weakest･ And the he exchange coefficient in the case with 18cm

spacing (S/GL=2) is highest･ In particular, for the case without the longitudinal block under

12cm spacing (S/GL=1.33) (CASE REl-12), two-parallel-gyre system is generated like the

driving 菖yre locates the entrance area along with the parallel secondary gyre･ Lowerlng the

spaclng Of box groyne makes the vortex structure develop lnSufaciently when it gets the

downstream of entrance. Hence, the less vortex stmcture enters into也e inner zone when

the second groyne places around the top of the arc curve of血Ⅹ1ng layer･ When the spaclng

is long, although sufaciently developed large coherent structure delivers the amount of wa-

ter to the inner zone丘･om the downstream side of entrance, the intensity of vortex structure
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is reduced by the energy di庁usion in the long mixlng layer･ In general, the theory about

the effect of different lengths and positions of the longitudinal block on the flow character-

istics works when the spaclng Of box groyne is equal to or larger than 2 times of groyne

length without oversize･ When the box groyne becomes submerged, the combined effects

of the vertical mixing layer (VML) and borizontal血Ⅹing layer (HML) on the groyne sys-

tem brings some brand-new features to the now characteristics around the box groyne･ The

mean velocity ln the inner zone and the three-dimensionality reduces as adding the spaclng

of submerged box groyne under most conditions･ The settlng Of longitudinal block has a

slight impact to the mean velocity under the 24 cm spacing (S/GL=2･67)･ Different with the

emerged case, the submerged box groyne with small spacing (S/GL=1･33) receives more

energy lnput both from the vertical血Ⅹ1ng
layer and borizontal血Ⅹ1ng layer･ The settlng

of longitudinal block generally has the similar effect on the flow pattern in the cases with

different spaclng, especially in the cases with 2GL and 2･67GL spaclng･ For example, the

longitudinal block in the upstream increases the resistance of entering the inner zone in

front of the second groyne while the longitudinal block in the downstream decreases it･

(4) There are two useful methods evaluating the exchange ability of the emerged box

groyne, which are based on PIV and DCM respectively･ But they still have some weak-

nesses to make an overall evaluation for the box groyne in this study･ Hence the estimation

equations of water exchange coefBcient obtained by PIV and DCM methods are modi丘ed

to suitable fわrthe box groyne with a several gyres system and arc shape of血Ⅹ1ng
layer re-

spectively, and has fairly good applicability･ According to the results obtained
by modi丘ed

method, itcan get some血dings about the exchange ability of the whole box groyne･ Gen-

erally, with block length increaslng'tbe exchange process becomes slower･ Under the same

longitudinal block length condition, the cases with downstream longitudinal block display

lower the exchange ability. The cases with the short longitudinal block (RE21, RE22) in

the upstream present a higher exchange ability than the case without longitudinal block, to

further clarify the effect of the short block placed in the upstream side on the enhancement

of interchange mechanism.

(5) The scour hole around tbe丘rst groyne is concerned in this study due to its threat

to the safety of groyne structure･ The settlng Of the upstream longitudinal block has an

e用cient effect on the reduction of the scour hole, mainly caused by the restrictions of
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the development of horseshoe vortex. The restrictions re8･ect on the two aspects. The

longitudinal block in the upstream side reduces the motion space of the horseshoe structure

in the upstream section of box groyne, and the reverse flow with positive vertical velocity

in the shielding丘eld restrains the development of horseshoe vortex and the transportation

of sediment to the downstream by borsesboe vortex. And the long longitudinal block in the

downstream side also has a reduction effect on scour hole around the first groyne because

of the same reasons. The maximum scour depth generally decreases as the length of the

downstream longitudinal block adds when the box groyne is emerged. And the longitudinal

block set in the upstream has a great effect on reduclng the maximum scour depth. But

when box groyne becomes submerged, the long longitudinal block has no superiorlty On

the reduction of scour and the effect of upstream longitudinal block is weakened.

(6) Beside the reduction effect oflongitudinal block on scour hole around the firstgroyne,

there also are many other interestlng Characteristics carried by different con丘gurations of

longitudinal block. Under the emerged condition, the setting of the upstream longitudinal

block causes the fewer depositions in the inner zone, while the appropriate length of the

downstream longitudinal block is bene丘cial for the sediment deposit in the inner.zone. The

smaller scour hole behind the丘rst groyne is due to the weaker horseshoe effect and the

lower transverse veloclty ln the upstream of entrance for emerged cases with a downstream

longitudinal block. The scour hole in front of the second groyne is observed in the most

emerged cases with an upstream longitudinal block, which is induced by the strong vortex

structure lnputtlng tO the inner zone. Under the submerged condition, there also has a scour

hole in front of the second groyne for the cases with an upstream longitudinal block. Its

formation mechanism is that, the inputtlngfluidflows toward the wall of second groyne

and forms the horseshoe vortex by the adverse pressure of wall as what happens in the

upstream of丘rst groyne. For submerged cases with an upstream longitudinal block, the

strong down且ow in the main stream causes a new scour in the main channel when it unites

the high flow in the main stream. And the scour hole extends to the downstream side

with the increasing length of longitudinal block. The sediment deposited in the inner zone

is largely reduced by setting the long longitudinal block in the upstream side, while it

increases when the length of the downstream longitudinal block is equal or less than 0.5S

under the submerged condition. The flow月eld in the inner zone has different behaviors due
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to the bed deformation around the groyne section･ But the flow pattern in the触ed bed is

stillable to provide some of the us血1 infわ-ation to the understanding of bed defb-ation･

6.2 Recommendations

The investlgation of tbe且ow characteristics and local scour around the kinds of box groyne

in this study is mainly for the realization of ecological box groyne by the adequate conhg-

uration of longitudinal block･ According to the discussion in this study, some recommen-

dations are raised as fわllows:

(1) The traditional box groyne has a monotony flow pattern and high velocity inside the

groyne zone, and thus it can not provide a good ecological environment fわr the aquatic

life･ The settlng Of the longitudinal block in the lateral side of box groyne creates a rich

environment with a diversi丘ed gyre system and strong three-dimensiona川ow, and the

dead water zone behind the longitudinal block is a good shelter area for aquatic animal

and ･a
deposition placement for growth of aquatic plant･ And its restri占tiveeffect on scour

process around tbe丘rst groyne is also an important advantage for groyne protection･ In

general, the setting of the longitudinal block in the lateral side of box groyne is able to

provide a suitable habitat for aquatic life･

(2) Both under the emerged and submerged condition, the mean velocity in the inner

zone of box groyne withthe longitudinal block set in the upstream of lateral entrance is

smaller than the case without the longitudinal block･ And its strong exchange ability and

turbulence motion around the entrance is able to keep supplying the fresh water to the

inner zone. Its effect on the reduction of the scour hole also presents well, especially under

the emerged condition･ When the block length is between O･33~0･67S, the box groyne

work efficiently･ In particular, the case with O･5S block length presents outstanding due

to its highest exchange ability'rich circulation now, enough dead water zone behind the

longitudinal block, and it is very suitable habitatand shelter during flood season for aquatic

animal.
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(3) The longitudinal block set in the downstream side of the lateral entrance has some

same function as the condition with upstream longitudinal block. It also benefits the de-

position in也e inner zone. In particular, when the block length is between O･33~0･67S,

the amount of sediment deposits in the large area of the inner zone behind the longitudinal

block, and their dead water zones distribute very small velocity. These characteristics mean

that they are able to provide aquatic plant a good growth environment･ And the large scour

bole in the inner zone water satis丘es the water depth condition fわrsome aquatic animals･

(4) The spacing of box groyne is an important design parameter. The spacing ratio S/GL

picked in the study is 1.33 to 2.67. Although smaller spaclng also is able to create a diver-

si丘ed environment with low mean veloclty under the emerged condition, the low exchange

ability and small groynefield is not suitable. The con丘gurations of longitudinal block

play roughly the same effect between the box groyne with 2GL and 2･67GL spaclng･ Al-

though the box groynes with different spaclng are able to create a diversified environment
●

for the ecologlCalpurpose by the con月gurations of longitudinalblock,the box groynewith

S/GL=2 spaclng Stillis the best choice. Because ithas the high exchange ability to maintain

a healthy ecological environment, and itcan keep moderate velocity in the inner zone both

under the emerged and submerged condition.

(5) Due to the variation in discharge of river, the box groyne in some river can not keep

one flow condition all the time. Itis emerged under normal condition, and then become sub-

merged when the月ooding season cornes. The月ow structure of the submerged box groyne

with longitudinal block is largely different with that of emerged case. And the difference

between the effects of longitudinal block on the emerged box groyne and submerged box

groyne still exists. The selection of longitudinal block with overall consideration about

these two flow conditions is necessary.
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